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de-fin-ing 

©) MOMENTS 
2 01 3 

Our lives consist of a series of "de-fin-ing MOMENTS." 

This year marks one of those moments in the history of 
Saint John's Catholic Prep. The journey began for the school 

when St. John's Literary Institution opened in downtown 

Frederick, Maryland, in 1829. In 1958, the campus relocated, 
just a few miles away, to the historic Prospect Hall mansion. 

And on January 14, 2013, in the beautiful rural setting of 

>) Buckeystown, Maryland, the school began a new chapter in 
: the school's 184 year old story. The school's name and location 

may have changed over the years, but so many important 

elements remain the same. Saint John's Catholic Prep has 

always been and will always be, a family, rooted in it's 
. ATH @) L traditions and the teachings of the Catholic church. 

IC PRE Pp It is a community of faculty, administration, staff, alumni, 
cm coaches, parents, and most importantly, the STUDENTS, whose 

presence turns the walls and halls of a building into a school. 
Gordon Oliver - President High school is a time of learning and fun, growth and maturity. 

ro) Christopher Cosentino - Principal These are moments that define who you are and what you will 

Marc Minsker - Dean of Academics become in life. Turn the pages of this yearbook and experience 
A once again, the memories and the "de-fin-ing MOMENTS" 

Eric Dummann - Dean of Students of this amazing and exciting year at Saint John's Catholic Prep! 

3989 Buckeystown Pike 

Buckeystown, Maryland 21'71'7 

301-662-4210  



    

  

    

  

    Mr. Christopher Cosentino Mr. Gordon Oliver 

Principal President 

  

    

  

    “Just making memories” is a quote we often hear. That could not be a truer statement, 

because this whole year has been just that, as we experienced "de-fin-ing MOMENTS" 

when we closed one door of our school’s history and opened a new one. There were many 

celebrated moments this year and lots of “lasts” at Prospect Hall...our last home basketball 

game in McSherry Gymnasium,our last homeroom and the last liturgy. As we looked fondly on 

our time at the mansion, we grew in our excitement to begin making memories at our new 

home in Buckeystown. Although our location has changed, who we are as a school community 

will never change. The school is not just the building but the people inside of it. Our students 

continue to be our finest ambassadors and we believe as you look through this yearbook, 

you will see countless examples of how truly wonderful the students at Saint John's 

Catholic Prep are and what a joy it is to guide them on their journeys. Both Mr. Oliver and 
Mr. Cosentino feel privileged to be a part of the rich tradition of Saint John’s and to be able to 

share in those "de-fin-ing MOMENTS" the students experience during their time at the 

school.We would like to thank Mrs. Corr and the entire yearbook staff for all of their creative 

energy and superior efforts, as well as their dedication in creating this excellent publication 
To the underclassmen, make the most of these years in high school because they go by so 

quickly. And to the Class of 2013, we wish you continued success in college and beyond 

    
    

  Molly Connole Casey Butler 

Editor Editor 

        As we reflect on our time here at Saint John's Catholic Prep, we are reminded of the 
countless "de-fin-ing MOMENTS" that have shaped our lives and the entire student body's 

high school experience. Whether it be at the Prospect Hall mansion or the new campus in 

Buckeystown, this year was filled with incredible events and we tried our best to capture 

each one. Our hope is that as you look through this yearbook, it will bring back memories 
and will remind you of the moments that defined you and your time here with at Saint 

John's. We would like to thank the Publication's Class and especially Mrs. Corr for their 
unrelenting efforts and dedication that made this yearbook great! We hope that you will 

enjoy it now, and in the future it will mS back the memories of your high school days! 

ai |         
  

  

   



-un-der-class-men-:   
  

pluralnoun  1.astudent during freshmen, sophomore and 

early junior year at a secondary school 

2. a student at Saint John's Catholic Prep in the 

first three years of their high school experience 
learning to become a scholar and a VIKING! 

  

  

   



5 By 
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pluralnoun 1. a first-year student in a high school or college 
2. the last SJCP class to start high school at the 

Prospect Hall mansion and the first that will be 

at the Buckeystown campus during all four years! 

  

    

  

  

In August, these students came together with excitement and 
nervous energy at the Freshmen Retreat and began bonding as 

a class. Some of them had known each other most of their 
lives, while others bravely started their high school journey 

by themselves. By the end of the day, new friends were 
made...phone numbers exchanged..."friend requests" sent! 

. Their enthusiasm continued throughout the year and the 
+2 ueant be adeeuye \teg aoeh wante ‘Gamiak ceeds “My goal is to Class of 2016 made their presence known during Spirit Week, 
havefun,keepmy | make it on to the hardand geta _|graduate and get into | _1 4 Uke to make Halloween, on the fields and tracks and courts, in the 

old meagre ws make | varsity basketball scholarship to a the college that I pi ata ag classroom, on the stage and receiving honors and awards. 

new friends! " hig ec Pane ee eee : This is an incredible group and will go down in history as the 
Marcos Pierce Rachel Archer Brody Brown ereita McKinley ' Finn Mayhew last class to begin high school at the Prospect Hall Mansion! 
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AMM AN OL a a Friendly & "Smart "Quirky & "Smart & "Loud &louder... "Tall & nice!" 
QAYHOL: ne. 4 7 drama-less! & outgoing!" independent! " busted!" fun!" 

aad Alexis Ogren Mikey Thane Samantha Nigida ChazeDavenport ShelbyBuyalos Noah Thiede  
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Rachel Archer 

Sophia Bellanton 

Brooke Berglund 

Matthew Bowman 

Broderick Brown 

Maria Bulley 

Shelby Buyalos 

Vincent Ceci 

Yongjin Cho 

Jennifer Codd 

Elizabeth Coletti 

Christian Corr 

Christopher 

Craven 

Angelena D'Anna 

Chaze Davenport 

Martin de Ribeaux 

Nicole Delente 

Alicia Delgado 

Casey Dowling 

Moises Flores 

  

        

    

                      
    

                          
    

                        
  

  

                                          

  
Maya Forrester 

Zachary Foss 

Kirby Gallagher 

Christopher Gillis 

Evan Gloyd 

Spencer Griffin 

John Harding 

Kara Hargis 

Paige Holston 

Chanie Houser 

Maria-Mercedes 

Jaramillo 

Bryce Johnson 

Logan Kamer 

Mariama Keita 

Cameron Loadwick 

William Mattern 

Finnian Mayhew 

Soraya Mbaoua 

Sereita McKinley 

Simran Mehra 

 



    

    

    
  

Daniel Milbrath 

Caroline Nelson 

Samantha Nigida 

Natalie O'Brien 

Alexis Ogren 

Mary Margaret 

O'Neill 

Marcos Pierce 

Kathryn 

Plamondon 

Amanda Pliszak 

Caesar Reeves 

Olivia Rich 

Sebastian Rivas 

Khalil Sewell-Fair 

Marina Silva 

Ryan Snell 
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Cassandra Sottile 

Jack Stakem 

Curtis Stapleton 

Jamie Stitz 

Michael Thane 

Jennifer Thayer 

Noah Thiede 

Tom Thomas 

Eliana Troxell 

Matthew 

Vandegrift 

Jonah Villarosa 

Gary Wallick 

Yang Yi 

Marie-Michele 

 



    

-soph-o-mores - 
plural noun 1. aterm used to describe a student in the second year of 

study at high school or university 

2. students at SJCP that have survived their freshmen year 

and are experiencing the fun and academic rigor of high school 

    
As the new year began, these SJCP students realized they 

weren't the "new kids" at school anymore as they greeted friends 

with familiar faces and welcomed some new classmates as well. 

Recalling the memories they made last year brought about smiles 

and laughter for all of them! As they reconnected, their expectations 

were high for an amazing sophomore year. It proved to be just that! 

They continued what they started last year... athletically, 

artistically, socially, spiritually and in the classroom. 
Their workload intensified as the courses became more difficult 

but these students continued to do their best, knowing that college 

ODefine one goal 
0 

"I want to work 
hard and get on 

the varsity 

"I would like to get 

course scholar in 

something and get 

"I'd like to get "I want to geta 

5 consecutive 5 on my AP 

"I want to 

always get the 
P applications would be quickly upon them. The Class of 2015 isa 

+ truly unique and spirited group of teenagers that bring so much life, 

energy and excitement to Saint John's Catholic Prep! 

"Happy & 

smiley!" 

Nick Soares 

"Outgoing & 

lively!" 

Sarah Kubic 

"Funny & 

cute!" 

Terrell Campbell 

, as, 
as a perso 

"Energetic & "Gregarious & 

nice!" extroverted!" 

Natalie Wright Justin Furbush 

"Talkative & 

hardworking!" 

Taylor Grover 

lacrosse team! " 

Harrison Lisle 

into Hartford for 

college! " 

Tracey Breen 

semesters on the 

honor roll!" 

Bailey Rogers 

European History 

Exam!" 

Makenzie Donaldson 

best grades I 

possibly can!" 

Eleanor Brown 
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Asante Ambers 

Grant Austin 

Sydney Austin 

Matthew Balcerek 

Francis Barbera 

Brandon Barnes 

Anthony Barzey 

Michael Bealmear 

Shannon Bernier 

Marisa Bosser 

Elijah Boyd 

Annie Breen 

Tracey Breen 

Matthew Brem 

Eleanor Brown 

Terrell Campbell 

Tiffany Caron 

Joseph Cheli 

Alexandra Cole 

Abigail Connole 

  

  

  

  

  

  
                

Colleen Coulehan 

Colleen Crowley 

Christophe Delente 

Makenzie 

Donaldson 

Katerina Feerrar 

Gabriella Feudale 

Ryan Filyo 

Anthony Florimbio 

Justin Furbush 

Oshea Gairey 

Samuel Galloway 

Rachel Gfroerer 

Andrew Gibson 

Hailey Greene 

Taylor Grover 

Hannah Haught 

Alexander Helms 

Godwin Igbinedion 

Coralie Jean- 

Philippe 

Timothy Johnson  



    

    

    

  

Jason Kean 

Nicholas Koloian 

Sarah Kubic 

Trevor Lecuona 

Leslie Lewis 

Harrison Lisle 

Brigid McCarthy 

Michael McCarthy 

Brent McCollough 

Kimberly Messano 

Devin Middeke 

Charles Molina 

Ann Moreno 

Matthew Neuman 

Aditya Pradhan 

Miguel Rivas 

Bailey Rogers 

James Russo 

James Ruyter 

D'Marco Saunders 

Sumin Seo 

Brendan Shanley 

George Snowden 

Nicholas Soares 

Kylie Stitz 

  

  
  

        
  

  

        

Keili Terry 

Benjamin Warner 

Chase Washington 

Angela Wellock 

Brennan Wight 

Katharine Wise 

Natalie Wright 

Henry Yoboue 

Nicole Zushe 

Bailey Skubon 

 



  

  

_° Jun-iors » 
1.the third year of high school or college and the 

beginning of the second half of the school experience 

2. a big year at SJCP as students take part in 

Junior Ring Day, become upperclassmen, work 

hard, and start making plans for college 

  

  

Define one goal that you have set for yourself to accomplish during high sc "Junior year, already?!" This was going through the minds 

NYS te, 4 of these students as they walked up the hill to the mansion 
— 7 . to begin their third year of high school at Saint John's. 

Becoming upperclassmen and taking a huge step towards 

adulthood proved to be rewarding and exciting as well as 
daunting and overwhelming at times. Leadership roles... 

driving...varsity sports...clubs...jobs...community service... 
difficult courses...SAT's...beginning the college search... 

"I want to work "I want to "I hope that I "Tam going to work "My goal is to friends...family...time-management...All of this while trying 
Pcie _ become as wnonaal continue to mon to get honors and get on the icici to enjoy their quickly moving teenage years. Some would 

ac ahiiniaat as Maciah! now pagpial pare cen 7 ma? crack under the pressure but not the Class of 2014! 
college! " This is an extraordinary class of award winning scholars, 

Flannery Lawrence Shamar Nelson Amanda Quarantillo ' Matthew O'Dowd Sade Reeves musicians, artists and athletes that are filled with 
ae wigs ree ; Personality and school spirit. They enthusiastically take on 

each new day and create life-long memories in the process! 

‘ 

ms” Jodacrabo
r” 1 

define you as a person ? 

4 

9 Musical & "Beautiful & "Driven & "Charismatic & "Happy & "Funny & 
kindhearted! " spontaneous!" compassionate!" entertaining!" irresistible! " caring!" 

Sarah Vandegrift Sean Carter Nikki Prokopchak Colin Reigle Alexis Underwood John Ballantyne  



  

Michael Amedeo 

John Ballantyne 

Kelsey Bealmear 

Philip Book 

Aric Bosser 

Nathaniel Bowman } 

Dennis Breen 

Sierra Carder 

Sean Carter 

Jonathan Clark 

Rachel Clark 

Alyssa Clayburn 

Maclain Coulehan 

John Curtin 

Connor Gallagher 

Andrew Gauvin 

Benjamin Goundry 

Michael Grus 

Nicholas Hill 

Madison Hine 
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Flannery Lawrence 

Karen Leahy 

Rodrigo Luzuriaga 

Jonathon 

Mahalchick 

Patricia McNickle 

Madison Middeke 

Elijah Moore 

Timothy Morrill 

Camille Murphy 

Mano 

Narayanasamy 

Sarah Neal 

Margaret Nelson 

Shamar Nelson 

Matthew O'Dowd 

Nicholas Oliverio 

Madison Payne 

Lianne Pedersen 

Giovanni Peralta 

Beth Ann Pierce 

Nicole Prokopchak  



  

  

  

  

Amanda 

Quarantillo 

Michael 

Quarantillo 

Sade Reeves 

Colin Reigle 

Andrew Riley 

Austin Rose 

Michael Scire 

Alexa Simon 

Aurora Simon 

Conor Snyder 

Sarina Sofia 

Jack Stedman 

Andrew Stewart 

Maciah Thomas 

Kathryn Tighe 

Chase Tyler 

Alexis Underwood 

Sarah Vandegrift 

Christian Villarosa 

Steven Weiblinger 

Grier Wilson 

Matthew Wohlfarth 

Lorraine 

Yetimitana 

Julian Young 

Julia Zucofski   
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1. students in their last year of high school or college 

2. a group of 53 incredible people that make up the 

Saint John's Catholic Prep Class of 2013. They 

will forever be remembered as the first class to 

receive their diplomas at the school's new location! 

plural noun 

; ¢ ) 

3 
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    Define one goal that you have set for yourself to accomplish during high school. Senior year...finally! Freshmen year seemed so long 
ago but at the same time, the Class of 2015 felt as if 
their time at Saint John's had flown by. This year 
marked the culmination of the students' experience 

as a Viking. From the Spirit Weeks... science projects... 
dances...homework...games...college applications... 

championships... retreats...concerts... plays...friends... 
acceptance letters...laughter and learning, these 
Seniors made so many memories that are forever 

‘nee main goal "I want to make "My goal is to "I just want to be "I want to become 

7 MANA alot of friends and become a better the best person I 
s 1 is to graduate! have fun!" artist!" 

Hannah Kolobow Danny Russo Jennifer Powell Jake Long Celeste McEwan 

etched into their brains. They formed strong bonds 
: a more wine «tani with their classmates, teachers and coaches that 

can possibly be! person! graduation will not destroy. This exceptional class 
has the distinction as being the last class to 

begin their senior year at the Prospect Hall mansion 
and the very first class to graduate in the gymnasium 
at the Buckeystown campus. The Class of 2013 had an 
incredibly exciting year 

"Independent & 
fabulous! " 

Siesar Reeves 

"Persistent & 

good-looking!" 

Jake Sarro 

-one they will nev 

s define you as a person 

"Versitile & "Determined & "Caring & 

chameleon!" helpful! " open-minded! " 

Jade McAuliffe Alex Collins Ella Seo 

? 

"Creative & 

funny!" 

Brennan Craven  



s Catholic Prep t John' 

Class of 2013! 
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o Karolina Angel o 
Memories: Sports games, Theology 2 Sophomore Year, GNO's, and Amelia's jokes. 

  

Thank You: My parents, peers, and friends, and thank you to anyone who has done a 

little thing to make life worth living. 

Quote: "People need to be made more aware of learning how to live because life is so 

quick, and sometimes it goes away too quickly." -Andy Warhol 

Future Ambition: To live a fulfilling life that would make my dad proud.   

o Natalie Bellanton o 
Memories: Freshman year Track, Cheerleading, "Jump Carmisha Jump," "I like your 

haircut," Grier. "Mama Corr!" "Oh my gosh, this isn't her car," M.I., [Hop, Sac Patate, 

Conversation with my Haitian sisters. "Is this the ghetto?" S.B., Izzy. Father 

Abraham, French 3, Miss J, Picnics with Joey, Guitar Class, Perfect Two, Blue Jeans, 
"Born in a manger," C.L., AU, QM and SR. "No, I wanna be Beyonce!" Sies. Pouch 
Drinks. L.M., Cremasse, Coach Herr. GNO. SJCP. 
Thank You: I would like to thank God first. My parents and family. I would also like to 

thank my close friends; they are literally my second family and everyone who had my 

back through hard times. All those people who made things hard for me were just a 

stepping stone in my life. 

Quote: "When I leave this world, I'll leave no regrets." -Beyonce Knowles 

Future Ambition: Orthodontist 

  

  

oe Tatyana Blount o 
  

Memories: Cheering with AU, QM, CL, AC, SN, TC, CF, "Is your real name Tamantha?", 
Lax Family with SO, KA, HK, JT, Pasta Parties, GNO with LN, MK, ED, LM, MC, CB, KA, 
MP, MM, KC,"STOP TALKING ABOUT MY MOM!", 11/02/12, History Class with MC, 
MO, AR, EN, cheer team sleepover, breaking my nose junior year., "What she gonna do? 

Nothing!" 

Thank You: To my family, especially my parents for blessing me with the opportunities 

that I have and for never giving up on me. 

Quote: "Dreams don't work without action." 

Future Ambition: To live in a cave with 100 cats.   

o Megan Kathryn Breen o 
Memories: Freshmen retreat, PARTY BUS!, Missions with S.G and B.A.P, Nights with my 
brothers C.C, Mu, T.L., Winning soccer ship, Tuck-in Tuesday, Basketball managing with 
T.R., E.H., and Sies. HC Junior Year, Pierce Parties, Car rides with C.C., A.B., and T.G., 
TeamPAMM, Chipotle Dates, Class of 2012, Freshmen year...,.QUAD, Dunkin' Donuts with 

Christine. 
Thank You: First, I'd like to thank God for the support and guidance He has given me all 

the years of my life. Second, I'd like to thank my mom, dad, SJAL for putting up with me 

and supporting me through everything. Third, I'd like to thank my best friends S.G., 
B.A.P, T.L., C.C., M.C., S.R., R.P., C.H., B.H., Cway, J.C., G.W. I love you all! 
Quote:" Whatever I do, it has to be something that's going to teach me about life" 

- Beyonce Knowles 

Future Ambition: To travel the world, meet new people, and be happy in whatever I do. 

  

  

eo Casey Lynn Butler o 
Memories: Prom, Yearbook Camp, GNO, Sparkly headband Wednesday, Lacrosse bus rides, 

Mr. Viking, Lacrosse pasta parties, #FINALS2K12, #NOREGRETZ, Being the new girl, 
Scrunchie Monday, Flan falling down the hill, M.B. running in her boots, FS LAX, Spirit 
Week, Martie, Campouts in the woods. 

Thank-You: I would like to thank my family who supports and encourages me in 

everything I do, my friends for always being there and helping me keep my head up when 

times get hard, my teachers for always believing in me, and my teammates for always 

pushing me to be better. 

Quote: "Wherever you go, no matter the weather, always bring your own sunshine." 
Anthony J. D'Angelo 

Future Ambition: To work in the bridal industry, find happiness wherever I go, and to 

make a difference. 

  

  

o Kimberly Claire Petelo Calangan © 
Memories: "Magic is real", FACS, AMK, "Press the PP button!", "BAAANUNA, 
bapple.. ", discussing eyebrows w/ KA, playing nose game with LN, Barbie and Ken 
adventures, MM throwing books, that almost tattoo party me and LN went to, GNO, 
11/03/12, 03/07/12, 4/27/12. And countless more! 

Teank You: My mother for being the strongest person I know and for being my rock, my 
er and sister for shedding light on my darkest moments and helping mom raise me, 

my dad for always watching over me and protecting me, and my best friend for having 
my back since 2nd grade. 

  

Quote: "If you have bad eyebrows, we can't be friends" - Karostotle 

Future Ambition: To live such a life that would make my father proud. 

eo Eduardo Castro-Vidal o 
  

Memories: Soccer, Track and Field, Heads Will Roll, Vamos a la Playa, Swelly Mobile, 
Prom, Italy Trip, Gorritos, Indoor Soccer, Ping Pong, Doughboy Supreme, Let's go Blue, 

Yang Dong, You better lawyer up, is it though, Forsharks, 5'9", Volt 

Thank You: To my parents, my sisters, Fabiana, my friends, and Isabelle who is the most 

amazing girlfriend and best friend in the entire world, and to my bros JS and CJ. 

Quote: "Live the life you love, and Love the life you live. " -Anonymous 

  Future Ambition: Be successful and live a great life. 

eo Amelia Dorothy Clark oe 
Memories: Soccer all four years, 2012 Champions, my best buddy transferring, bus 
Tides, numbers, food runs, Theology sophomore year, running with backpacks, dances, 
games, fast friends, lasting moments, heart-to-hearts, adventures just because, movie 
quotes, and lame jokes. 

  

Thank You: My parents for all their support and advice, my coaches for pushing me, 
my teachers for guiding me, and my sisters, who I couldn't live without. 

Quote: "When you stop doing things for fun, you might as well be dead." -Hemingway 

quture Ambition: Not let opportunities pass, memories fade, or those who matter get 
iy.  



eo Alexander Mosby Collins o 
Memories: Ski Club Friday nights with Jake and Nick and going to IHop after. All the 

early mornings listening to the "Mornin'" playlist before school. 

  

Thank You: To my parents who helped me get through all 4 years and have always been 

there for me. 

Quote: "You feel as if everyone should write a book before they die, but their book is 

already written. The pages live within those they have touched." 

Future Ambition: Law Enforcement   

eo Molly Nora Connoleo 
Memories: Energy UP!, G.N.O., Latin 3 (Honors), Similarity! , Cookie Monster, Yearbook Camp, 

RAINBOW, #FINALS2K12, #NOREGRETZ, Mr. Viking, Red Truck, M.B. running in her boot, track 

with B.H., sloth mode, Scrunchie Monday and Sparkly Headband Wednesday, Precal Honors with 

A.R., M.D., and K.A., Peaks and Pits, Flan falling down the hill, Joan of Arcadia, FSK with Jack, 

wood adventures with Casey, slip 'n slide softball practices, and all the other countless memories 
with C.T., C.B., M.B., E.D., F.L., C.C., B.H., M.K. 
Thank You: To my parents for sending me to Saint John's and always believing in me, Abbs for being 

there for me no matter what, my brothers for making me laugh, my teachers and coaches for guiding 

my through the past 4 years of my life, and finally to my friends for being there through the good 

times and bad; I would not have wanted to spend them with anyone else. 

Quote: "People say nothing is impossible, but I do nothing everyday." - Winnie the Pooh 

"Hydrate or die." - Camelbak 

Future Ambition: To become a nurse, get out of Maryland, spread laughter and happiness wherever 

God may lead me, and make a difference in the world. 

  

o Collin Agustus Conway o 
Memories: January 9th, OG, IHOP, double OT game-winner, baseball three-peat, basketball senior 
night, dating Emma, VA, Pebbles, sleepless nights at the Breen residence, messing with Jason, 
G Period Philosophy, Mrs. Matson's breakfasts, the sauna with B.H., E.D., and L.M., Tighe-a-knot, 

Take Care, Double Period Latin 3 Honors, Mr. Viking, Spanish 1 and Beginner Keyboard my senior 

year, country club with G.W., fire drills, Shunna, a lor bit, I'ma Thug, Christmas caroling with Paul, 
early morning workouts with J.M. and M.T., antagonizing Mrs. Hall," Hello ladies" with J.C., and all 

the other good times with G.W., T.L., B.H., M.C., R.P., M.N., J.H., C.M., E.A., N.P., J.F., B.P., M.B., 
C.B., M.C., and F.L. 
Thank You: To my Pops for giving me a sense of humor, my Mom for putting up with me and being my 

best friend, Indy and my siblings for everything, all my coaches for pushing me to compete, Mr. Herr 
for opening up my mind to new ideas, my brothers Mu and Grier, The Breens, my senior crew, and the 

whole SJCP fam for making these past four years a time I will never forget. 

Quote: "Weird itself, even in the dictionary, is just something that is different and unexplainable. A 

weirdo is someone who follows his heart. I'm definitely weird. I'm incomparable to anybody. No one 

can compete with me. Ain't nothing wrong with that." - Kid Cudi 

Future Ambition: To travel the world, listen to good music, meet new people, find a beautiful woman, 
become affluent, to be happy with myself, and never stress a thing. 

o Michael Prevost Corr o 
Memories: Bringing back the McSherry Maniacs with BP, Mr. Viking, prom, “Bucci’s busted”, a lor 
bit, Michael Kors, playing 2K with Christian, corn field, Marcos and Caesar, “Hey, Ginn!”,"Hey you 

want as'more? Some more of what?" “Denim ain’t dead, denim ain’t dead”, “Pololol!”, quarry jump, 

FHS/UHS, four hour philosophizing, Punta Cana, Summer 2012, YOLO HEAD!, Ravens winning the 

Super Bowl, “It’s blueberry”, “I heard em talkin!”, buckets, "toodit", "please RSVP", frisbee, play 

group, Course Scholar in music and gym, Big 3, K-Gang, and lots of things my mom won't let me put! 

Thank You: I first thank God for giving me strength and guidance in all that I have done. I would like 
to thank my parents for their unconditional love and support that I will never be able to fully repay. 

Thank you Christian for being a tool and my closest friend, and thank you to the rest of my family. 

Thank you to my teachers, especially Mrs. Sherwin and Coach Ricca for putting up with me in six 
gym classes. Thank you to all my friends, especially DENIM DADDIES SHORDY, TM, GS, RP, CF, KK, 

RT, ZR, CH, MB, BAP, CC, JC, GW, MG, TJ, DM,JB, JS, my friends in the class of 2012, the Maniacs, 
my guardian angel ADC, and my best friend since preschool and until the day I die, Brian Hickman. 
Quote: “A Caterpie may change into a Butterfree, but the heart that beats inside remains the same.” 

-Brock 

Future Ambition: To wake up when I'm 30, look in the mirror, and be happy with what I see. 

  

  

eo Brennan Matthew Craven o 
Memories: All my English classes, Journalism, Amelia's laugh, ... everything with a 

pulse, Green Turtle, car rides with Christine, putting on a show for Shannon, and 
everything that Megan says. 

  

Thank You: Thanks to my parents, my brother Christopher, friends, and everyone who 

made my four years at Saint John's my best four years ever. 

Quote: "No Brennan, I will not go out with you." - Every girl ever 

Future Ambitions: To be the very best, like no one ever was. 
  

  

ec Emma Joy Davis o 
“emories: Soccer with M.C., Cookie Monster, Curly Q, Big bird, GNO, dating Collin, 

Bunnies, Track, Cross Country, Softball, bus rides, becoming friends with L.M., L.N., K.C., 

KA, H.K., T.B., K.0., C.B., M.B., M.K., M.M., RAINBOW, Going to the movies, Prom 2012, 

Press the PP button", McSherry Maniacs, "and the cats will mew", Lake Linganore, 
BAANAN. AA" Quoting Bridesmaids and Pitch Perfect, MM "put the food away, you're not 

Slick". And so much more! 
Thank You: I want to thank my family for being the most supportive and loving people out 
there, Also, my friends for accepting me the way I am and staying by my side through all 

ae a and downs. And to all my coaches for making sports an enjoyable part of high 
ool. 

Quote: "Life is like a camera... focus on what's important, capture the good times, develop 

from the negatives, and if things don't work out, take another shot." -Anonymous 
Future Ambition: To become a physical therapist and make every moment of my life count. 

eo Alexandra Noel Donaldson 
Memories: Billy concert with J.M., Area 51 adventures with E.H., gas station runs 
with E.H., E.N., and J.M., notebook stickers with B.P., barn visits with C.M., rodeos 
with J.M., C.M., F.L., and E.H., Duck Dynasty with E.N., dress shopping with J.M. 
and B.P., punching F.L. at the barn, Politics and sending GOP valentines with E.H., 

Criminal Minds and Haunted House with E.H., and risking my life by driving with 

E.H., sleepovers at J.M's house, balloons. #firstworldprobs with E.H. 

  

Thank You: I want to say thanks to my mom and dad for continuous support all 

through high school and my friends for all the love, support, and adventures. 

Quote: "A dream doesn't become reality through magic; it takes sweat, determination 

and hard work." -Colin Powell 

Future Ambition: To finish my education and one day have a job and a family. 

oe Cody Alan Fabiszak o 
“emories: The school trip to Italy, the team going to the championship for lacrosse with 

Coach Towson, Video Production and Photography classes, starting on varsity football 

Junior year after only playing for 2 years, football 2-a-days with Coach Ricca, football 
and lax captain, asking Maggie to the Homecoming, hockey tournament in Niagara Falls, 
having Thomas "let me die" in Sport's Medicine class, the move, back of the lax bus with 
Brian and Grus, Kindergarten Gang with Michael and Brian, basketball games and the 

McSherry Maniacs 
Thank You: To my parents for all they have done for me, my teachers, and all my friends 
that made me who I am today, D-squad and DD for life, M.N., M.G., M.C., A.R., C.H., S.N., 
M.P., M.C., T.J., B.H.,Z.R, and R.P. 
Quote: "Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever." 
“Mahatma Gandhi 
Future Ambition: To become an anesthesiologist 

  

   



o Calli Ann Feudale o 
Memories: Challenges!, Team Twerk Assemble!, Nerf Gun Fights, Ski Trips, Bus Rides 

with J.H. A.M. & D.S., Cheerleading, Volleyball Bus Rides, Birdie!!, My little sisters G.F., 

B.M., & C.C., My girls M.I., N.B., S.R., C.L., Q.M., S.R., & T.B., Surivior with I.V.L. & C.B., 
Student Aides First Semester, Cheerleading Sleepover, Adventuring with J.L., E.J.P., 

S.0., K.A., C.H., C.M., & C.T., My Juniors S.N. & A.U., The Last Basketball Game in 

McSherry, Boys' Basketball Championship Games, Mr. Viking, HC, Prom, New Year's 

Thank You: To my family for supporting me and putting up with me through the good and 

bad. To my friends for making me laugh and being my shoulder to cry on. To my teachers 

for giving me everything I need to succeed, and to Coach Tammi for always believing in 

me. 
Quote: “I don’t have an attitude, I just have a personality you can’t handle.” 

Future Ambitions: To be someone my friends and family will be proud of. To be happy and 

successful. To travel the world and marry the love of my life. 

  

  

oe Shannon Avery Greene o 
Memories: Freshmen Retreat, All the bus rides, McSherry Maniacs, Class of 2012, Party 

Bus, Sophomore Yr..., New York, Ballin' in Berlin, Pierce Parties, Missions, Tuck-in 
Tuesday, Prom, HC, Soccer Ship, New Year's, Wobbling, Twerk Team, My Bros T.L. & 

B.H fam, Team PAMM, Lunch dates w/ G.W., My wonderful sister Hailz, 4th w/ S.R., an 

incredible season w/ C.H., & B.P., the endless memories with LGWIII and all the 
unforgettable nights w/ A.T., S.C., M.P., B.P., & M.B., #GC4Lyfe 

Thank You: First, I'd like to thank God for guiding me. My parents for everything 

they've done. My siblings for all of the support, and my friends, I know that I can always 

count on all of you. I love you guys! Especially H.G., M.B., B.A.P., G.W., T.L., B.H., S.C., 

M.P., G.A., J.C., & A.T. 
Quote: "Success is often achieved by those who don't know that failure is inevitable." - 

Coco Chanel 

Future Ambition: To travel, become a pediatric dentist, and be happy. 

  

  

o Christine Ekuwa Hagan o 
Memories: Retro night, laxlaxlax, 4am philosophizing and 5am runs. "I'm not here for 
this." Chipotle dates. American Politics club. You had to be there, and a spontaneous trip 

to be there, and a spontaneous trip to the bay. Whatever I'm forgetting, Danny 
remembers. 

  

Thank You: to my parents, my family, my friends, my team-mates, and my coaches for 

their unwavering counsel and invaluable companionship, I Love You All! Thank you. 

Quote: "Let us endeavour so to live that when we come to die, even the undertaker will 
be sorry." -Mark Twain 

Future Ambition: To be happy, the rest is just details. 
  

o Erin Nicole Hargis o 
Memories: Latin 3 (Honors)! Ski Club with H.K., J.L., N.H. Dragging A.D. and J.M. to Ski Club 
and watching AD penguin down the mountain :) Crazy car rides with A.D. and driving like a Brit. 

Area 51 on late nights...then ice cream! Weekends=Skyrim, Family Guy, and C.M. Meet me on the 

yellow square! AP Euro with E.N., D.R., M.D., J.P! A.P. Econ with Mr. Moser! Smoothies with 
A.D. and J.M. Politics, GOP valentines, #“NOBAMA, sleepovers at Jade's, Prom night *balloons* 
Taylor Swift with K.M.H. #FirstWorldProbs with AD! 
Thank You: To my mom and dad for all of their support and for sacrificing so much to put me in 

private school. Thank you to all of the wonderful teachers at SJCP! And thank you Kara for putting 

up with my weird moods during all those car rides to and from school! I'm going to miss you next 
year! 

Quote: "Think left and think right and think low and think high. Oh, the thinks you can think up if 

only you try!" -Dr. Seuss 

Future Ambition: To be happy. 

  

o Brian Leigh Hickman o 
Memories: BIG THREE, OG, Wolfgang, World class track team with D.M., Lax Gold line 

with G.W. and C.D., Passing out at school, Cross-Country with M.B., McSherry Maniacs, 
Cyphyers, dating K.C., ... just a lor bit, The editors love me M.N.C. and C.B., My mans 

R.P., C.C., M.P., J.S., E.D., L.N., M.B., L.M., and 8.R., Mr. Yolobadboy. My sister S.G. 
Magic is real, PROM. 
Thank You: I would like to thank my parents for letting me have such a great education 

and getting me through the hardtimes. I want to thank my brother and sister, my 

friends, and teachers for pushing me to do better. Thank you God for gracing me with a 
great life! Finally, thank you to my best friend since pre-school, Michael Corr. 

Quote: "It's called time people and if you don't slow down and realize what you're 

doing , you might lose everything" -Riff Raff 

Future Ambition: To create a worldwide freestyle rap duo with Michael Corr. 

  

  

e Christa Ada Louisa Houser o 
  

Memories: Friday night lights, ENCOUNTER 13, 3-way phone calls, NYE '12 & '13, 

F, Summer '10, door-knocking, Junior prom, SJCPPX, The Gator, FL nights, CUFL, 
dunzo, DI-er, BHS Homecoming, Congressional Balls, LAX, CFAW, walks to Al. 

Thank You: Thanks to all the friends who have lifted me up along the way: K.P., C.E., 

J.H., E.D., T.P., N.B., M.I., S.R. To my family for always supporting me, and my mom for 

being a constant encouragement. 

Quote: "If grace is an ocean, we're all sinking." - John Mark McMillan, How He Loves 

Future Ambition: To spread the love of God all over the world and be an inspiration to 
Others, 

o Matilda Omomesgbe Izevbigie o 
Memories: Outdoor Track, Junior Prom, New Year’s, Mr. Woody, Project XJCP, 

Freshman Year Pep Rally, “What she gonna do? NOTHING!” Black Initiation, 

Freshmen World History, Canterbury Tales English Rap, Gus Bus, Mr. Viking, Spanish 

1 & 2, “We still babies!”, Favorite Black Girl, "This isn't her car..", Random Outbursts, 
“Sass Up Your Behind!”, English 10, McSherry Maniacs, My Mains C.F., C.H., N.B., 
C.J.P., T.B., G.F., C.H., and M.M. 
Thank You: First, thank you God, for I'd be nothing without you. To my parents for 

endless love and support, even though it's been rough, my siblings, Isi and Ike, for 

being there through everything, my friends who have been there through my lows and 

my highs, and lastly, my girl Gabbi for being the greatest little sister ever. 
Quote: “Don’t gain the world and lose your soul. Wisdom is better than silver or gold.” 

- Bob Marley 
Future Ambition: Failure is not an option. I will become a successful pharmacist, adopt 

and raise two children, and find the cure for cancer. Don’t believe me, just watch. 

  

  

oe Thomas Nathaniel Jansen o 
  

Memories: soccer all 4 years, falling in the lake at the freshmen retreat, geometry with 
Cody, Michael, Rodolfo, DeWitt and Brian, Video Productions class and filming in the 
Pi sae closet, making it to the soccer championship game, fun times with CF,CdJ, ECV,JS, 

T, CS, MC, DB, AR, MG, AR, and all the soccer team guys 

Thank You: To my parents and teachers for always pushing me to "do well!" 

Quote: "To INFINITY and BEYOND!!" - Buzz Lightyear 

Future Ambition: To travel and watch soccer.  



oe Carson Nathaniel Jones o 
Memories: Soccer with my bros, Vamos a la playa, Civil War, Club track, Ski Club, Heads 

will Roll, Swelly Mobile, Italy Trip, Gorritos, The tea bag, Getting lost in Rome and many 

more. 

  

Thank You: Thank you to my parents and my sister for being supportive of me. And to my 

friends J.S. E.C.V., T.J., S.B.,A.C., M.P., and D.R. 

Quote: "Don't give up. Don't ever give up! "- Jim Valvano 

Future Ambition: To be happy and successful. Also, to win the Amazing Race with Jake 

Sarro! 
  

eo Molly Catherine Kelly o 
  

Memories: "STOP TALKING ABOUT MY MOM." GNO at Emma's, Nov. 3rd 2012, Beach 

with Lori '11 (and the Lord said "LET THERE BE LIGHT"), Gas leak, Summer 2012, 
“we have to build up our melonin," volleyball bus rides sophomore year, winning 
championships 2012, volleyball bus breaking down, "The cats will mew", "YOU'RE NOT 
SLICK, KELLY" -Minsker, Karo's 1'7th birthday with the mexican plate, octopus 

cuddling, METTA, Junior year, pitch perfect, 
Thank You: To every person who has affected me along my high school journey. To my 

family, especially my mom who was there every step of the way. And to my siblings who 

have been able to advise me through right and wrong. 

Quote: "You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself 

any direction you choose. You're on your own. And you know what you know. And you 

are the guy who'll decide where to go." -Dr. Seuss 

Future Ambition: To have a happy family and to be good at whatever I do in life. 

eo Hannah Kelly Kolobow o 
Memories: Latin TK JT EH. Ski Club & IHOP. Lori's party. AP US DR. Kolobow Klan. 

Lady GaGa meat dress. Soccer with my buds. Halloween Freshmen year. Pho Fridays. 

"Poor lil TinkTink." Karolina coming over EVERYDAY. Ketchuping strangers TB. 

Indian Run Raps. Harassing my wifee, Auntie Missy. 

  

  

Thank You: Thank you Mommy, for always yelling at me to be better and having my 

back. Thank you Teddy, for taking my beatings and loving me anyway. Thank you 

Maddie and all my friends for making high school a trip. 

Quote: "Worse off in the short run, better off in the long run." - Mr. Moser 

Future Ambition: To be able to say "that was a good time" no matter what happens in the 

future. 
  

o Forrest Davidson Lisle oe 
Memories: Going to prom sophomore, junior and senior years. Classes with Coach Ricca 

AP Euro. 'Merica. The tree. "Karl Marx is my homeboy." Bing. "Are you in radians?" 

Cheesus. The back corner of AP Lang. Yardstick battles in Chemistry. "You dog." Sound 

crew life. "What smells like limes?" 
Thank You: Celeste, of course, I couldn't have made it without her. To my parents for 

having me go here and supporting me for the past four years. Harrison for being the best 

brother. Connor for being my best friend and making senior year interesting. Chris and 
Marco, thanks for putting up with me. Mr. Van, thank you for being an awesome teacher. 
D.M., M.S., B.G., P.B., E.H., A.D., J.M., A.F., 8.G., N.K., and R.G. for being yourselves. 

Quote: "We all agree that your theory is crazy, but is it crazy enough?" -Niels 

Future Ambition: To go to college, join the Marine Corps, become a pilot, raise a family, 
have a happy life, and live life to the fullest. 

  

  

hry 

o John Patrick Long o 
  

Memories: I will never forget all my friends at Saint John's...the ski trips, the sports, 

the environment, everything. I know I have made friends that will always have my back 

and I have made relationships with teachers that I will never forget. I can't wait to get 

my life started but, at the same time, will miss everyone. 

Thank You: I would like to thank everyone who has had my back throughout the years. I 

would not be the same person without you. Thank you mom and dad for advocating for 

me throughout everything I have put you through. I am very thankful for my supportive 

extended family too, who push me harder than anyone. 

Quote: "Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened." -Dr. Seuss 

Future Ambition: I plan on becoming an engineer. I don't know what kind yet, but I will 

make all of you proud. 

  

  

eo Carmisha Louis o 
Me “‘emories: Potlucks at lunch, Video Production class, Basketball freshmen & sophomore 

year, cheerleading sleepover, the cheer team, fun times with my friends, Basketball & 
Football games, Team Twerk Assemble! Dave & Busters, GNO, Guitar Glass with A.U., 

N.B., Q.M., S.R., "we still babies", Convos w/ my "Haitian sister", Letters w/ Q.M., & 
Candy Gram CMartain), Gus Bus, My time at SJCP, "He's trying to book!""-M.M "Is that 

&man!" -Q.M., C-misha Louie. 
Thank You: Thank you to God. Thanks to my family for all the sacrifices you have made 
for me. You all are my rock. My Cheer team, teachers, and my friends. I don't know how 

I would survive without you guys. 

Quote: "Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment until it becomes a 
memory." -Dr. Seuss 

Future Ambition: To be successful and happy and make my loved ones proud. 

o Laura Marie Malagario 
Memories: The Brown Thing, English 9, soccer, Lake Linganore, what's gucci mean? 

Feb 15, talks with Kim, bassrock, we bad, all nights with Emma, Aujourd'hui, LN 
shindig, we still babies, code words, Shanklin's after party, summer nights with E.D. 

  

Thank You: First and foremost thank you to God. Thank you to my siblings and my 

parents. Also, thank you to Allison Boss. Without you all, I'd be nothing. Thank you to 

S.R., E.D., E.K., N.K., K.C., L.N., K.A., M.C., and M.K. Also thank you to Miss Patsy and 
Mrs. Casey Coulehan. 

Quote: "The first and most important step toward success is the feeling that we can 

succeed." -Nelson Boswell 

Future Ambition: To work hard, make money, and be very successful in what I do.   

  

o Maahum Z. Malik o 
“emories: Questions, Ratchet Anthem -C.L., Q.M., Turtle Backpack, Jenna Marbles- 

-D., Aujoud'hui, Tues quel age -L.M., G.N.O. -E.D., L.M., C.B., M.C., M.K., M.B.P., K.A., 
. C., T.B., L.N., H.K., Pitch Perfect, Ugly Christmas Sweater, Injured antelope, spider, 
ae Still babies" -Dr. M, IHOP, Lacrosse, Pasta Parties, Just Dance, Sac Patat - N.B., 

Aceya vo" -Dr. M , Ichiban and Brewsters (K.A. B-Day)- K.C., H.K., M.B.P, T.BA., A.C, 

L.N., E.D, M.K., Nicknames- Hum, Hummy, Maahummyhum, DJ-Hum, Humble Bee, 

Humdog Millionar, Hummingbird, Humback Whale, Hummer. I love you all. 
Thank You: God. My family and friends for helping me through all my hardships. My 
teachers for giving me a chance. Mrs. Campbell for helping me. My classmates and 
friends for the memories you have left me with. My mom and dad for everything and 
anything, 

Quote: " Try to be like the turtle - at ease and in your own shell." -Bill Copeland 
Future Ambition: Physician Assistant  



eo Daniel Ryan Mathewson o 
Memories: track, cross country, all of the memorable bus rides, McLovin, Quit doggin it!, 

@ Rawrrr go!, sheep farm runs, loose lips sink ships, mall runs, Theology 2 with M.P. and 
F.L., junior year, #trackislife, Colts/Ravens game with I.V.L., Crowling on the ground, 
getting the school record with B.H., B.J., and J.M., Polyester Possy, double period guitar 

with ROSS BOSS, playing ultimate, Publication's, Class Mr. Viking, basketball games with 

the Maniacs, having the best times of my life with B.H., R.P., M.C., B.G., C.P., M.P., F.L., 

C.B., F.L., 1.V.L., M.A., E.C.V. and C.V. 
Thank You: I would like to thank God, first and foremost, my parents for helping me 

through everything and the rest of my family for always being there. I would like to thank 

Mr. Herr for being an inspiration, friend, and the best coach I've ever had, Mrs. Splaine for 

helping me understand math for the first time in my life, and all of my friends who made 

high school the best years of my life. 

Quote: "Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die today." - James Dean 

Future Ambition: I plan on being the next Usain Bolt. 

e Jade Alexis McAuliffe o 
Memories: The copious amount of memories that I remember cannot fit into this space 

but to name a few: The fantabulous Slumber parties, ice-skating excursions, Area 
51,"they see me rollin’, they hattin'", Erin’s 18th B-Day, the big move, the fire scare, 
DD, no, not that terminology, “Oh Billy”, Criminal Minds, snowboarding, Ba-Zinga and 
car talk. Yeah, memories... 
Thank You: Thank you Saint John's! You’re a wonderful school, student body and 

faculty! Everyone managed to grasp change and manipulate it to their best ability. 

Congratulations on your accomplishments! And a shout out to Mammon et John! 

  

  

  

  
Quote: “Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is 
not to stop questioning.” - Albert Einstein 

Future Ambition: I’m on my way to becoming a famous actress, psych. More like a 

future private practitioner in the field of cognitive neuroscience, discovering ways to 
cure diseases related to the brain, such as addictions, Alzheimer’s and sleep apnea- 

making a difference to the people of the world. There’s still much to learn. No matter, I 

can’t wait to begin the next chapter of my life. 

oe Celeste Connolly McEwano 
Memories: "I'll try," Modern American with CG, MS, and FL, double period Gov't, 
going to prom three years in a row, Charlie 2011, long talks with MP and FL, cheering 
senior year, Bear coming to school, lockdown drill sophomore year with EH, Cooper 

running down the hill with me, C period Chemistry, every class with Mr.Van, senior 

retreat, double period Geometry with EH, spring break with MN, 4/28. 
Thank You: To my mother for all she's done for me, and the rest of my family for 

always supporting me, to Forrest for always being there for me and believing in me, 

Marco for teaching me patience, all of my friends for just being there, Mr. Van for 
teaching me to be myself and Mr. K for always telling me to believe in myself. 
Quotes: "I don't reminisce about the chances missed, don't let them get me down. It's 
the chance we take that makes us great, turns our lives around. We don't regret the 

things we do, just the things we don't." - Watertown 
Future Ambitions: I hope to become a vet and a better equestrienne. I hope to get 

married, raise a family, live my life well, and die happy. 

  

  

  

© Quortney Victoria Evelyn Moulton © 
Memories: Cheering for 3 years, cheer sleepovers at T.B. house, #TeamTwerk, "team 

twerk assemble", 11th grade prom before and after, leprechaun video in Chemistry 
w/ Ms. Collins, video productions class, Dave and Busters with L.B., S.R., C.L., and 
S.R., candy grams to M.M. from (Martin), letters to C.N., M.L. in Geometry, 

complaining about B.M. w/ S.R., guitar class with C.L., N.B., S.R., and A.U., making 

moves w/ S.R., S.R., A.U., and C.L. Don't know how I would've survived without you 
guys! <3 

Thank You: I would love to thank God for making my life experiences amazing. My 

parents for supporting me throughout the years and my friends for making my high 

school years memorable. 

Quote: "Never give up on your dream because you never know what the Lord can bless 

you with". - Kelly Rowland 
Future Ambition: To live a life I always wanted to and be happy with my success. 

  

    

o Madeleine Yasmine Najjar o 
Memories: Civil War and all the field trips, being captain of the cheer team Junior year, 

Social Justice and Modern American History with Julie, and finding what I'm 
passionate about. 

  

Thank You: My parents, Hannah, Julie, and Eddie for being my best friends. Ms. Weaver 
for being a good friend and Mr. Van for teaching me so much more than how to pass a 

test. 

Quote: "Home is behind, the world ahead, and there are many paths to tread through 

shadows to the edge of night, until the stars are all alight." - J.R.R. Tolkien 

Future Ambition: To be.   

  

e Lori Lorraine Nalley o 
““emories: GNO at Emma's, Prom after party, Gas leak drills, Nov.3., "Lori xy", The 
beach with MK (And the Lord said, let there be light! ""), Secret Santa Christmas party, 
County fair with friends, "Press the PP button!", "Magic is real." Barbie & Ken 

adventures, That almost tattoo party with KC, Summer '12, and many, many more! 

Thank You: My mom for always being there for me, supporting me in everything I do, 

being my best friend, and being the best mom a girl could ask for. My dad, for always 
wanting what's best for me, and Kimberly for being the sister I never had. I wouldn't be 
where I am now without her; going strong since second grade. 

Quote: "I believe everything happens for a reason. People change so that you can learn to 

let §0, things go wrong so that you appreciate them when they're right, you believe lies 
SO you eventually learn to trust no one but yourself, and sometimes good things fall apart 

So better things can fall together."- Marilyn Monroe 
Future Ambition: To become half as good a woman as my mom is, to never take a single 

ge for granted, and to be sincerely happy as well as making my loved ones happy in 
eturn. 

oe Emily Kathleen Nelson o 
Memories: Maggie, Andrea & Karalynn, "you're lying!", junior carpool, "Ain't nobody 
got time for that", T.B. (Tatyana Blount), Car talk with Allie & Jade, AP Euro: D.R., 

E.H., M.D., J.P., volleyball with M.K., "'Merica", Freshmen & Sophomore bus rides, 

Latin I, II, III, softball "left bench", Tubthumping by Chumbawamba, "la la la those 

aren't the words!..." 
Thank You: Thank you to my parents for pushing me, staying up late at night, and 
cheering me on to pass all my classes. To all my siblings for inspiring me to be a better 

older sister. Especially to Maggie for being my best friend. To my friends, for staying by 
my side. And to God for showing me that what I want is not always what I need. And to 

my teachers for preparing me for my future. 

Quote: "I'm never looking down, I'm never giving up , I'm never gonna leave, so put 

your hands up." - We Are Kings 

Future Ambition: To make as many people smile as I possibly can. 

  

  

eo Kirsten Oakes o 
  

Memories: First Day, Pretzels, Noodles, Homecoming, Senior Retreat, Urbana, best eyes, 
Wootton, Downtown, Softball, Omegle, Skiing with Becks. 

pnank You: Everybody who made me feel welcome at a new school, especially my senior, 

€cca, Nikki, and Emma, and thanks to my parents for helping me be the best I could be. 

Quote: "Never let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game." 

Future Ambition: Become a Doctor and love what I do.  



eo Rodolfo Jose Gutierrez Padilla o 
Memories: Coolin' wit mah youngs, B.H. and M.C., ski club with C.J., J.S., E.C.V., C.F., 
Latin all 3 years, OF, #teamJERK, Riff Raff, Homecomings, Lauren's, whippin in little 

blue, Big 3, Polyester Possy, Italy 2012, gorritos, RNS with C.C., SSOTB, riding the Gus 

Bus, hanging out with the crew literally every Friday night, schemin!, messing with T.J. 

all freshman year, Katholicus, winning an acting award in English, all the crazy accents 

  

Thank You: Thanks to my parents, my family and all my teachers, Mrs. Morstein, and to 

all the NHS students who helped tutor me throughout the years. 

Quote: "Magic is real." -Mr. Minsker 

  i Future Ambition: To make someone's day, everyday. 

e Mary Elizabeth Parshall oe 
Memories: Freshmen Physics and English; GNO; having every class with Amelia; dating 
Chris Pliszak; Theology with Mr. K.; Birthday Week; Prom; basketball games; 
sleepovers; bonfires; making gingerbread houses; movie days; running in my boot; 

Scrunchie Mondays and Sparkly Headband Wednesdays; perfect fist bumps with Carson; 

Gov with Karolina; Spirit Weeks; Dances; Along Came Polly; Secret Santa; Meowy 
Christmas; DSC Freedom; Barbie Game; Mountain Climbing and Mountain Dew; scary 
movies with Karolina; Publication's Class. 

Thank You: To my family and friends for always being there, and to my teachers for 

helping me to get where I am. 

Quote: "In the end, you always go back to the people that were there in the beginning." 

-Dawson's Creek 

Future Ambition: To do something meaningful and live a life worth remembering. 

  

  

oe Rebecca Kate Pazzanese o 
Memories: Mall adventures, car conversations, and backyard summer camp with J.S., 
Homecoming and Ihop with J.S., K.0., N.P., and the Good Council kids, late night 

adventures to the pizza and pretzel shop in downtown with K.0. Snowboarding 

(attempting to) with K.O., and tons more with E.N., A.D., J.M., E.H., and many more. 

  

Thank You: Thank you to my Mom and Dad for supporting me through everything. Thanks 

to my brother and sister. They are amazing and stand by me no matter what, even though 

they annoy me, I love them more than anything. A special thanks to my friends for 

sticking by my side through thick and thin. 

Quote: "Look at life through the windshield, not the rear-view mirror." -Byrd Baggett 

Future Ambition: To be successful in life and make it through college. 

o Christopher James Pliszak o 
Memories: "He actually licked it!" Cross country. Wye Creek. The sheep farm. Latin III 

Honors. Freshman Physics and Theology. Track. Prom. Breaking twenty. All the great 

times with Mary Beth. 

  

  

Thank You: My family, friends, teachers, and coaches for giving me a great high school 
experience. 

Quote: "We'll ride the spiral to the end, and may just go where no one's been." 

-Maynard Keenan 

Future Ambition: To lead a happy and successful life.   

eo Jennifer Marie Powell o 
Memories: The vague...blur of freshman year. AP Euro!!! Singing with the liturgy band 

and hearing them sing. Viva La Vida. Underclassmen art classes. Exploring hidden parts 

of the mansion. The porch. That...haunted wedding dress in the attic. Drama club early 

on. The fake gun in the play. MEETING EVERYONE and having made such good friends 

throughout the four years. These, along with a number of numbers, shall stay in my head. 

  

Thank You: Thank you to my family. I'm glad to have met so many kind people here. 

Thank you so much for the memories! 

Quote: "If more of us valued food and cheer and song above hoarded gold, it would be a 

merrier world." - The Hobbit 

Future Ambition: To be able to make the best out of whatever situation will come. 

e Marco-Andre Preciado o 
M a mories: WHH, Actually licking it, C.P. and L.M. never shutting up about it, Theology 2 
Ce ussions with F.L. and D.M., phone conversations with D.M. and F.L., life talks at Wye 
reek, Guitar Oasis, TNT, Feliz Navidad, "I WILL DERIVE!!!", GD-ing with John Herr in XC 
~ track, caramel with N.B., sheep farm, "YOU'RE NOT EVEN HALF-WAY THERE! ", my 
€tro "705 haircut, French 1, meets and bus rides, Can't forget B.W., J.C., N.S., C.V., M.A. 

  

  

Thank You: To my friends who have put up with my stubborn self. To my parents and family 

who have pushed me to do my best all the time. And to those who gave me the hardest times 

SMce I will learn from you 

Quote: "And when they've given you their all, some stagger and fall, after all it's not easy 
anging your head against some made bugéger's wall." -Pink Floyd 

Future Ambition:To learn from my mistakes and to survive whatever life throws at me next. 

oe Siesar Pola Reeves o 
Memories: Cheerleading practices, Team sleepovers, Cheer Camp, Lacrosse Practices, 
Pasta Parties, Basketball Games, Scheming with A.T., S.C., M.P. S.G., Chipotle Runs, 4th 
of July Sophomore year. Homecoming 2012, Prom 2012, Summer Parties, Hershey Park 

with my Bestfriend Q.M. Lacrosse Practice with my sister S.R., L.L. A.V, New Year's Eve 

2011 and 2012. 

  

Thank You: I would like to thank God for blessing me with a great Catholic education. 

(@ Thank you mommy and daddy for sending me to SJCP. Thank you Sade and Caesar for 

ig being the best siblings ever. Also thank you to all my team mates and coaches. And the 

wonderful lunch ladies for great lunches. 

Quote: "Do it big or don't do it at all"-Anonymous 

  

Future Ambition: To be happy. 

eo Daniel Porcelli Russo o 
memories: Latin 3 (Honors); Ski Club; English 10 Honors; "Lather and Repeat"; Mock 
Fae Freshman World History; Yoda jokes and taking Rodolfo to the River; Of course 

Ciphering Colloquial language with Amelia Clark; Failed science experiments with 

  

M 

duardo; "I need to tell you something... not here."; Jake Sarro. 
atever I am forgetting, Christine remembers! 

x 
anank You: Thank you to my mom, dad, and brothers and family for getting me where I 
ts hopped to all my friends and teachers that I have had at SJCP; and of course thank you 

od for putting me on Earth in the first place. 

Quote: "The search for truth is more precious than its possessions." -Albert Einstein 

F orn 
“uture Ambition: Do something I like and be happy.  



eJdames Anthony Sarro o 
Memories: Ski Club, Soccer, Tennis, 1%, Handshake with B.H., Patty the Passat, Rhode 
Island with C.J. and E.C.V., Soccer bus rides, Heads will Roll, Let's go Blue! Indoor Soccer, 

Community, Yang Dong, She said OK, Mr. Viking, Williamsburg Soccer Tournament, 

working out and getting "ripped" with N.W., Twins with S.B. Ping Pong, Doughboy 

Supreme, "You better Lawyer up", Civil War with C.J., "Is it though" Vamos a la Playa, G3, 
5'9", Magic is real 

  

Thank You: My parents and my younger sister Maddie. The whole senior class and all of my 

friends in the junior class. 

Quote: "Do more of what makes you awesome." - The Buried Life 

Future Ambition: Win the Amazing Race with Carson Jones. Live my life to the fullest. 

eo Ju Hee Ella Seo o 
Memories: Freshmen year in WH Honors with Mr. Ross, I was a team with Maahum and 
Dana, Maahum was the clicker and since she didn't ring in I had to push her hand to ring 
in. Junior year after seniors were gone in Social Justice class with Amelia, I painted 

Amelia's and Ms. Minsker's nails. English 12 Honors with Mr. Minsker ,reading Hamlet 
and watching Mr. Minsker acting out the Hamlet character, saying to stop eating food 

during class. 
Thank You: Obviously, to my parents who supported me studying ina different country, 

and all my classmates that made my high school years unforgettable in America. Also to 

my best buddies (you know), Dana Jun Unnie. Also, my younger, but not little sister, 

Olivia Seo. Last, but not least, Deborah Kewon, who is my advisor, best friend, and best 
unnie. Lastly, to my teachers and faculty, who always helped me gladly. 

Quote: "Be yourself, believe in yourself, and be positive." - Anonymous 

Future Ambition: Live a happy life and travel around the world. 

  

  

  

eo Julie Anne Stout o 
  

Memories: All the Build-A-Bear adventures, car conversations, and back yard summer 

camps with Becca, Modern American History, Car rises with Maddie, Traveling over the 
summers and the arrival of my beautiful niece, Isabella. 

Thank You: Thank You, of course, to my family especially my Mom, Grandmother, and 

brother who have influenced and inspired me more than they know. Thank you to the 

friends who have always been there for me. I would not be who I am truly without any of 

you. 

Quote: "Welcome to the first day of your life, just open up your eyes." - Chris Daughtry 

Future Ambitions: I want to be able to leave the world knowing that I have changed it for 

the better. 
  

eAdriana Summer Lockwich Villarosa © 
Memories: Homecomings, football games, pep rallies, sleepovers, campaigning and class 
president stuff, Junior ring day, prom, Cooper, lunches outside, Freshman track, 

Dutches Daughters, HOBY, hobbling around with crutches, the mansion, sports games, 

moving, the twenty million clubs I was in, and all the other good times. 
Thank You: To God for getting me through high school, my parents for care, support, and 

forking the money over for school, my great siblings, grandpa and other relatives, 

friends, teachers, and everyone at SJCP. Also thanks to those who have believed in me or 

doubted me because they have all inspired me to be my best. 

Quote: "If you're strong you can fly, you can reach the other side of the rainbow. It's 

alright take a chance, 'cause there is no circumstance that you can't handle when you 

use your mind...Save the planet from disaster!" -Pastiche 

Future Ambition: To be a cardiothoracic surgeon, movie producer, owner of the Ravens, 

adventurer, world changer, and whatever else I want to be in the future. 

  

  

oIsabelle Ariana von Lazar o 
Memories: Soccer, Sweeper, IAAM 2012 Champions, Tennis lst Singles, Track...2 mile, 

#trackiislife, Running with Backpacks, My Main Squid A.C., Prom Night E.C., Team 

Sports Challenges!, numbers, Homecoming Queen, Ponies! E.C., Survivor, "I like a little 
meat on my chicken.", "Is this what they call the ghetto?!" N.B. 

  

Thank You: To my family, my coaches, my teachers, my friends, Harry Potter, and Ed 

Sheeran. 

Quote: "If I ever need background dancers, I'll just use the penguins of Madagascar." 

-Ed Sheeran 

Future Ambition: To be a nutritionist for a professional football team.   
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a’ 

Christian, Summer, and Gabbi and 

— MN a J ae Vee 
isti i Natalie and Forrest and Maggie, Emily and Jimmy and 
ca ones wer ose Calli Feudale Sophia Bellanton Saar esc ae Caroline Nelson Danny Russo 

i * 

°Ssib-lings: plural noun- 

1. two or more children in the same family...brothers and sisters 
2. seniors in the class of 2013 and the people they are lucky to 
grow up with, share secrets and inside jokes with and who 
will be their friends for life! 

     
  

     

  

    
    

  

    

     

     
    Megan and Shannon and Molly and Ella and 

Annie Breen Hailey Greene Abbey Connole Olivia Seo 

Wy 
CAM 

        

    

Brennan and 

Chris Craven 

  

   

    

  

    

Amanda and Sade, Siesar and Maddie Najjar and Chanie and Michael and 
Chris Pliszak 

i Amelia and 
Caesar Reeves | Hannah Kolobow / Christa Houser ‘ Christian Corr Rachel Clark 

   



      e sen-lor su-per-la-tives o 
plural noun 1. the highest quality or the best example of something 

2. SJCP seniors that are voted by their classmates to 

be the very best in a particular category!       
  

  
    

All of the members of the 

Class of 2013 voted for their choices | 

in these fourteen Senior Superlative . 2: : 

‘A © categories. Each of the 53 seniors © |¥ j a8 Most Athletic Class Clown 
1 received votes in multiple categories, 

: > we \ Am i 

but these seniors received the most 2 ho) elia Clark and 

votes from their friends! OM Brian Hickman 

  

  

          
Teacher's Pet 

Molly Connole and Summer Villarosa 

Rodolfo Padilla and Danny Russo 
    

    

                  
Best Smile 

Carmisha Louis and 

Marco Preciado 

  
Best Hair Most Dramatic Most Artistic 

Megan Breen and : Maddie Najjar, Laura Malagari and Jenny Powell and 
Carson Jones ollin Conway and Jake Long Brennan Craven 

Kirsten Oakes |     

  

    

      
            

  

hb 

Most Likely to Bring 

Home to Mom 
Casey Butler and 

           
Most Adorable 
Emily Nelson and 

Jake Sarro 

          
Most Likely to 

Brighten Up Your Day 

Calli Feudale and 

Best All Around 
Emma Davis and 

Michael Corr 

    Most School Spirit 
Siesar Reeves and 

Michael Corr 

    

  

Unforgettable 

Maahum Malik and 
Eduardo Castro-Vidal Cody Fabiszak   Rodolfo Padilla



  

  

eo sen-10r cas-u-al shots o 
pluralnoun 1. relaxed and informal portraits 

2. pictures of SJCP seniors taken around the 

Prospect Hall campus and in places that they love           

  

  

  

  

  

   



 



° my de-fin-ing mo-ments o 
Two words that define me are... 
  

My favorite high school memories are... 
  

  

  

  

    

  

    
  

  

My "dream job" would be... 
  

      

In five years, I see myself... 
  

  

    
    In ten years, I see myself... 

  

  

s 

     



  

* e e 

e Ssen-10r-1-t1s o 
noun l.a crippling disease that strikes 

high school seniors. Symptoms 

include...laziness, excessive 
sloppiness, lack of studying and 

homework, untucked shirts, 

repeated absences, messy ponytails 

and buns and a generally care-free 

attitude. The only known cure is 

an event known as GRADUATION! 

 



    

  

    

  

° fac-ul-ty and staff- 
pluralnoun 1. educators, administrators and support personnel in schools who provide 

instruction, supervision and direction for students 

2. an amazing group of people at SJCP who dedicate their lives to preparing 
students for college and beyond! 

  

  
    

© What is one of your favorite moments of the year? © 
aa sen, a 

      » .. 

a 5 | Sd e 

"The first day of 

classes in the new 

  

"It was great when my "I loved moving to this : 
World History class 

new campus and 
"T have really 

enjoyed teaching 
I loved making ice 

    4 marched in phalanx yr ieom pies wre a classroom. I can do school was so my senior physics | formation, and defended 
2 more than before with exciting! " eine talon Wane * themselves from the 

the new technolo gy. " y ° barrage of missiles!" 

Dr. Smith Dr. Mambo Mr. McNickle Mr. Soyring Ms. Witcher 
  

   

  

        

  

    

  
  

  

  

      

  

   
The students at Saint John's Catholic Prep are enriched and 

inspired on a daily basis by the devoted teachers, administration 

and staff that make up the school community. They are taught 

lessons, not only to use in the classroom but in their everyday 

lives as well. The teachers encourage and motivate their students 

to do their very best. They push them to learn and stretch them to 

their academic limits but are always there to help those that need 

extra instruction. Realizing that they only have four, short years to 

prepare their students for college and beyond, the faculty and staff 

  

    
       

  

     

  

    
    

  

      track, both academically and socially. Those that have dedicated 

their professional lives to educating the students at Saint John's 

can easily be defined as being faithful, loyal, honest, sincere, firm, 
strong, effective, challenging, interactive, engaging, creative, 

involved, committed, patient, knowledgeable, positive, nurturing, 
creative, thoughtful, fun, flexible, passionate, caring, supportive, 

understanding, and unique. Each day, they open the minds and 

hearts of their students and help to shape the future in the process! 

   

  

     
        

           
       

  

  

   
          

  

  

ne you aS a perso 
4 

  

    

  

Joyful & “Patient & "Caring & Faithful". "Firm & Fair" "Helpful & We -ietenitine seid 
Religious" Passionate" i " weaapewtree* Sious Mrs. Keser Mr. Dummann Friendly Coach Cheun Ms. Miller Mr. Moser Ms. Weaver —   



   
        

       
        

      

   

       
        

       

        

      

       

       

       
       

  

Eugene Ambush 

  

Ann Blessing 

Robin Brulia 

Cathy Campbell 

Silas Cheung 

Michele Corr 

Christopher 

Cosentino 

Paul DeLeon 

Eric Dummann 

Diane Favret 

Jeremy Fisher 

Amy Foss 

Andi Grove 

Catherine Hall 

John Herr 

Deirdre Inman 

Diane Keser 

Robert Krajewski 

Lourdes Lecuona 

Susan Swensen 

Bernard Mambo 

Brenda Marks 

Paul McNickle 

Dawn Miller 

Marc Minsker 

  

  

          
    

  

  
  

                          

   Chris Moser 

Gordon Oliver 

Tony Pawlicki 

Linda Petrie 

Melissa Phillips 

Marge Pieklo 

John Ricca 

Judith Robison 

Gregory Ross 

Michael Schultz 

  

  
    Diana Seymour 

Elizabeth Sherwin 

Erin Smith                   
v% Sandy Splaine 

  

Phil Soyring 

      

    

  

      
  

        

       

       
        

      

Tami Stakem 

Maria Stewart 

Joan Thompson 

Nicholas Towson 

Timothy Van Schaick 

    

                                
  

        

        
      

     

   

Patricia Ventimiglia 

Lindsey Weaver 

Tom Whedbee 

Lisa White 

Bethany Witcher                



    

  Friends of Catholic Education 

© Teacher of the Year © 

-Melissa Phillips- 

"It is a great honor to receive the FOCE Teacher of 

the Year Award. As a fifth year teacher, I feel like 
I am finally figuring this whole thing out: what to 

teach, how to teach, when to make exceptions, and 
how to balance life as a whole. My essential goal as 

a teacher is to provide opportunities for my 

students to recognize the injustices in our world, 
such as poverty, racial discrimination, and gender 

inequality, in hopes that they will live a life that 

seeks to end these problems and promotes justice 

for all people. When they learn a little something 

about literature along the way, that puts a smile 

on my face, too!" 

  

  

  
  
  

        
      

    
    Archdiocese of Baltimore 

© Teacher of the Year © 

-Tim Van Schaick- 

4 ‘In the time I have been a teacher here at Saint John’s, 

I have felt fortunate to be a part of this community. 

Being able to teach at the school from which many 

members of my family graduated or have been 

teachers, and where my grandmother served on the 

first independent board of directors, feels like Iam 
assuming a family tradition of involvement with this 

school. Saint John’s has allowed me to grow as both a 

= Catholic and a teacher, and the core values of this 

school have enriched both of these parts of my identity. 

To be recognized in this way and to be counted with 

previous recipients of this award is incredibly 

humbling. I thank the students, faculty and the 

administration for their affirmation and support.” 

  
  

  

    

  
    

        
  

——   
   



  
 



Athletic Hall of Fame Inductees 

Keith Ricca, Kristie Fourcade 
and John Ricca 

ON ial 

-ath-let-ics. . .. 
plural noun 1. physical sports and games of any kind gt | a ~ 4 UP aes 

2. sports that nearly 90% of the Viking students |@ Gal pers ’ fr ” ! 

participate in for competition and fun ma * A a a : see) fh We 5) 

  

  

ave A a, 

  

  

ad 

a 

  

  

   



°o e e fans ° ° ce eMc-Sher-ry man-i-acs 
pluralnoun 1. enthusiastic spectators of a sporting event or arts performance Plural noun 1. a group of extremely enthusiastic basketball fans named after 

2. devoted students, parents, families, friends, faculty and alumni the McSherry family that gave the money to construct the 

of SJCP that cheer on our amazing athletes! gymnasium at the Prospect Hall campus in 1958! 
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The McSherry Gymnasium was the home of Saint John's basketball 

from 1958 until the final game on February 15, 2015. 

Natalie McSherry, a 1967 graduate, was at the game and cheered 

with the McSherry Maniacs...the beloved fans and "6th man" on 

the team. The evening ended with a dramatic come-from-behind 

win and Coach Cheung and the team celebrated by cutting down the 

nets. Decades of memories were made in this building ...ones that 

will never be erased for the all of the devoted Saint John's fans! 

   



  
  

' base-ball 
1. a game of ball between two nine-player teams played for nine innings on a field that has as a infield with a home 

plate and three other bases, that must be completed by a base runner in order to score. The central 

offensive action entails hitting of a pitched ball with a wooden or metal bat and running of the 

bases with the winner being the team scoring the most runs. 
2. aleague championship team at Saint John's Catholic Prep that has amazing coaches, players and fans! 

  
  

  

  
      

  
Michael Bealmear, Francis Barbera, Jonathon Mahalchick, 

Collin Conway, Maciah Thomas, Coach Kris Kreissig, Nick Peifer, 
Brian Plamondon, Andrew Rivera, Cory Matson, Jordan Moxley, 

Matthew Leiter, Jason Harris, and Coach Chris Vinar 

  
  

  
  

The Saint John's Catholic 
rep baseball team continued 
what they started the year 

before and were a 

C Conference force once 

again. The team was filled 
d with veteran players 
including seven seniors, 

Several that played multiple 
Positions. They were 

€xcellent role models and 
Mentors for their younger 

teammates. The coaches 
taught them to work well 
together as a team, rooting 

One another on with 

“ncouragement. They once 
4€ain reached the conference 

Championship game and 
defeated Chapelgate with a 
Score of ll to 1! Winning 

back-to-back championships 
Was a thrill for everyone! 
This team is a source of 
pride for the school! 

in eo 

Define your season ... 

"It was a fun season. 

Our team had great 

chemistry!" 

Maciah Thomas 

"Our season was exciting 

from start to finish, and 
we defended our 

hampionship title to top it 

all off." 

Collin Conway 

"It was a good 

experience playing 
with all of the 

seniors!" 

Michael Bealmear 

"This season was full of 

excitement, 
determination, and 

another championship 

win!" 

Jonathon Mahalchick  



    

  
    BASKE IBALL BASKETBALL | (jf Ppp BadAE WALL 

1994-97 | | 1999-2003 1992-96 1996-1998 | 1 
S. J. P. H. S. J.P. H. a S. J. PH. S.J.P.H. 
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Collin Conway, Terrell Campbell, Brent McCollough, Grant Austin, 

Shamar Nelson, John Curtin, Coach Hall, Zachary Foss, Coach Stull, 

Grier Wilson, Charles Molina, Asante "MJ" Ambers, Oshea Gairey, 
Trevor Lecuona, Matthew Balcerek, Elijah Boyd and Coach Cheung 

SAU ap, 

Untay hp 

The Saint John’s Catholic Prep JV and 

Varsity Boys' Basketball teams once agai” 

had very successful seasons with both 

team advancing to the championship gamé 

of the MIAA conference. The JV team 

finished in 2nd place in the highly 
competitive MIAA JV “C” conference, led 

by sophomore Michael Bealmear and 

freshman Ryan Snell. The boys' Varsity 

team finished in a tie for first place in the 

MIAA “C” conference and made it to the 
championship game at UMBC where 

they lost in a highly competitive game to 

Indian Creek. The Vikings were led by 

sophomores Oshea Gairey, Trevor 

Lecuona, Grant Austin, Matthew 
Balcerek, Terrell Campbell and junior 

Grier Wilson. Despite many injuries and 

broken bones this season, the team 
|| worked hard and had tremendous success 

on the court. As a result of the success 

over the last couple of years, the team 

will be moving up from the 

MIAA “C” Conference to the 

MIAA “B” Conference for next year. 

    

“poys' bas-ket-ball 
Noun 1. an indoor court game between two teams of five players each who score by tossing 

an inflated ball through a raised net 
2. a team of expertly coached Viking teammates who worked incredibly hard to return 

to the MIAA Championships game at the JV and Varsity level 
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Chris Delente, Brandon Barnes, Matthew Bowman, Christian Corr, 

Spencer Griffin, John Harding, Coach Hall, Ryan Snell, 
Michael Bealmear, Ryan Filyo, Chase Washington, Miguel Rivas, 

and Brendan Shanley 

"Everybody did 

well and 

everybody 

worked hard." 

Ryan Snell 

"It was fun 

being with the 

whole team!" 

John Curtin 

"It was a roller 

coaster ride 

filled with ups 

and downs." 

Oshea Gairey 

"It was 

incredibly 

awesome!" 

Grant Austin  



  

« Seg 
~ 

  

noun 

b Oys la-crosse 
1. a very physical sport that involves tossing a small rubber ball from stick to 

stick across a field. A team scores when the ball is to propelled into the 
opposing teams' goal. 

2. a team of guys that is expertly coached and performs as a strong unit on the field as they 
compete in the highly competitive MIAA C Conference 

  
Define your season ... 

"It was a good season 

because we had a young 

team. We'll be back at 

the championship next 

year with all of the 

returning players! " 

Chase Tyler 

"It was good 

learning experience. 

I can't wait to win it 
all next year!" 

Chris Delente 

"It was great 

because we made it 

to the championship 

but disappointing 

because we lost." 

Grier Wilson 

if 
"The team 

worked really 

hard and we hada 

lot of fun!" 

Brian Hickman 

Andrew Riley, Ryan Filyo, Mac Coulehan, Ben Warner, Joey Cheli, 

Jimmy Russo, Dennis Breen, Chase Tyler, Conor Snyder, Julian Youn; 

Chris Delente, Andrew Gauvin, Coach Stedman, Michael Corr, 
Coach Kenealy, Nathaniel Bowman, Danny Nachlas, Jeff Neuman, 

Cody Fabiszak, Bailey Rogers, Chris Pliszak, Brendan Shanley, 
A.J. Kenworthy, Ben Griffin, Grier Wilson, Brian Hickman, 

Michael Grus, Connor Tyler, Jake Filyo, Coach Towson, and Coach Fos 
Not Pictured: Aditya Pradhan, Anthony Florimbio, Matt Neuman, 

Jack Stedman, Ryan Thane, John Curtain and Matt O'Dowd 

  

  

  
  

  

KONICA MINOLTA 
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At Saint John's, the Boys' Lacrosse 
©am has been a force for many years. 
The players work incredibly hard 
during practice to prepare for their 

Srueling schedule of games throughout 
he season. Mastering the game of 

lacrosse motivates, strengthens and 
challenges the "LAX-bros" to battle 
new challenges. Whether it be a 

on rensive block, an agility challenge, 
’ Charging down the field for the goal, 

©y always find a way to push through 
and go for the win! The boys had an 
©xcellent record for the season and 
Made it to Towson University for the 
onference Championship game! With 
much young talent on the team, their 
league dominance will continue! 
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b Ooys soc-cer 
1. a form of football played between two teams of 11 players, in which the ball may be advanced by 

kicking or by bouncing it off any part of the body but the arms and hands 

2. ateam of hard-working athletes that had an incredibly successful season and made it to the 

championship game! 

  

  

Austin Rose, Dennis Breen, Ben Warner, Tom Thomas, Christian Corr, 
Chaze Davenport, Caesar Reeves, Logan Kamer, Miguel Rivas, Devon Middeke, 

Thomas Jansen, John Ballantyne, Maclain Coulehan, Michael Grus, 
Michael Amedeo, Godwin Igbinedion, Andrew Gibson, Matthew Brem, 

Jake Sarro, Eduardo Castro-Vidal, Conor Snyder, Carson Jones, Chase Tyler, 
Andrew Riley, John Long, and Coach Noonan 

Not Pictured: Coach Borel 

if 

  

  

  

  

The Saint John's Boys' 
Soccer team had very great 
Season! They finished the 
Season 7-5-4, and the whole 
team contributed to their 
Cutstanding performance. 

The team captains, Carson 
Jones and Austin Rose, 

helped motivate the team. 
With excellent coaching and 

hard work, the boys came 
from a 0-16 season only 2 
years ago to make it to the 

Championship game at 

Stevenson University. Our 
five Seniors, Carson Jones, 

Eduardo Castro-Vidal, 
homas Jansen, Jake Sarro, 

and Jake Long all made this 
an unforgettable season. The 
Cys have a great foundation P% 
for the future season and 
hope to keep winning and 
bring home the trophy! 
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"This season we really 
raised the bar. I had 
fun with all of my 

teammates and wish 
them luck next year!" 

Carson Jones 

"Overall, we 

improved as a 

team and hada 

great time." 

Devin Middeke 

"A lot of focus 

and hardwork 

really paid off!" 

Conor Snyder 

"Everyone was 

really nice and 
welcoming!" 

Logan Kamer  
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cheer-lead-ing 
Noun 1. people who leads a crowd in formal cheers, especially at sporting events 

2. Viking students that are inspired by their coaches and who show §reat spirit and 

enthusiasm and energize the crowd at every home football and basketball game. 

      
  
  

The Saint John's Viking 
Cheerleaders had an 
amazing season. The 

cheerleaders had 22 girls 
°r football season and 18 

girls for basketball 

Quortney Moulton, Calli Feudale, Siesar Reeves, Carmisha Louis, 

Hannah Haught, Alexa Simon, Aurora Simon, Sarah Neal, 

Alexis Underwood, Sereita McKinley, Coralie Jean-Philippe, 
Mary Margret O'Neill, Natalie Bellanton, Sade Reeves, Tiffany Caron, 

Alyssa Clayburn, and Celeste McEwan 

Not Pictured: Shelby Buyalos 

hl Define your season ... 
n, the most members snobs = : : 

the team has had in the FR aks 
ast three years. The girls 4 fe ah 
Worked hard practicing 
and preparing exciting, 
New routines for each 
football and basketball 

game. The girls 
Challenged themselves F 
OCughout the seasons to "My last 
accomplish more So ty 

Calli Feudale, Siesar Reeves, Tatyana Blount, Gabriella Feudale, Carmisha Louis, Alexis Underwood, 

Aurora Simon, Brigid McCarthy, Alexa Simon, Jamie Stitz, Sarah Neal, Colleen Crowley, Sereita McKinley, 

Mary Margaret O'Neill, Shelby Buyalos , Tiffany Caron, Sarah Kubic, Kara Hargis, Alyssa Clayburn, 
Celeste McEwan and Coach Tammi Brudner Not Pictured: Quortney Moulton 

"It was "The season 

advanced stunts and 
ances. The cheerleaders 

5 ad successful seasons, 
€ering on their football 

season was 

unforgettable 

and 

bittersweet!" 

Calli Feudale 

exciting, 

loud, and we 

accomplished 

alot!" 

was fun, 

productive 

and 

successful!" 

Jamie Stitz 

"The season was 

really enjoyable, 

amazing, and 
sisterly!" 

Aurora Simon 

and basketball players to 
, A “ictory, leading the school 

a ae | eS Spirit, and ending each 
ab = 9a fae <a Season with a bang!  



      
cross coun-try 

noun 1.arace of just over three miles that is run over an open country course 

2. true student athletes with amazing stamina and perseverance that 

are brilliantly coached to run each race to the best of their ability 

  

  

Joey Cheli, Tim Johnson, Kathryn Tighe, Brennan Wight, Emma Davis, FF 
Evan Gloyd, Chris Pliszak, Brian Hickman, Daniel Mathewson, 

Christian Villarosa, Daniel Milbrath, Coach Smith, Matthew Neuman, 
Matthew Balcerek, Vincent Ceci, Marco Preciado, Nick Soares, 

Jonah Villarosa and Coach Herr 

  

  

  

  

Cross Country had a very successful 
2012 season. The team was led by 

Seniors Brian Hickman, Chris Pliszak, 
Emma Davis, Marco Preciado, and 
Danile Mathewson. Under their 
leadership, the underclassmen 

improved quite a bit this year. These 
athletes endure hot, muddy and hilly 
Conditions at the very challenging 

Courses where they compete. The team 
worked very hard this season, and 
everyone set anew "Personal Best" 

at the Conference Championship Race. 

Good Times... 

"Limproved alot this 

season and I think 

the team grew 

closer." 

Brennan Wight 

"IT had so much fun 

this season and I 

can't wait until 

next season." 

Kathryn Tighe 

"This season was 

all about hardwork 

and improving as a 
team." 

Matthew Balcerek 

"It was a very 

successful, 

hardworking season 

and Ihad alot fun." 

Brian Hickman  



    
  

    

Bryce Johnson, Marcos Pierce, Matthew Bowman, Chris Delente, Alex Collins, Brandon Barnes, 
Cameron Loadwick, Zach Foss, Justin Furbush, Coach Matt Grimes, Sam Galloway, Kirby Gallagher. 
Nick Hill, Bailey Rogers, Grier Wilson, Asante "MJ" Ambers, Henry Yoboue, Khalil Sewell-Fair : 

Cody Fabiszak, Noah Thiede, Brendan Shanley, Coach Kurt Miller, Coach Keith Ricca, Trevor Lecuona Nathaniel Bowman. 
Julian Young, Anthony Florimbio, George Snowden, Coach John Ricca, Anthony Barzey, Jimmy Ruyter, Chase Washington, 

D'Marco Saunders, Collin Conway, Nick Oliverio and Coach Michael Schultz c 

    

foot-ball 
Noun 1, a game in which two opposing teams of 11 players each defend goals at opposite sides of a field 

having goal posts at each end, with points being scored chiefly by carrying the ball across the 

opponent's goal line or by place-kicking the ball over the crossbar between the opponent's goal posts. 

2. a very well coached team of players that worked hard to accomplish goals they made for the season, 

had alot of exciting wins at McCurdy field and made it to the conference play-offs. 

    

The Varsity Football team took a step 
°rward this season with a record of 5-5 
i the regular season and qualified for 
the "C" Conference playoffs. As the 
Number 3 seed, the Vikings lost in the 
Semi-finals to Severn, but with only 
three seniors, Alex Collins, Cody 
Fabiszak, and Collin Conway 

Sraduating, the future appears to be 

Very bright. In addition to the seniors, 
this year's team consisted of eight 

freshmen, sixteen sophomores and five 
Juniors, Leading the way was junior 

Grier Wilson who was the team's top 
receiver and rusher and scored 19 R a ; "It was a great season. 

touchdowns while also starting at I learned a lot from 

Safety on defense. Sophomores Trevor 

Lecuona, Anthony Barzey, Anthony 

lorimbio and Chase Washington were 
key two-way starters!. Juniors Nick 
Oliverio, Julian Young, Nick Hill, and 
athaniel Bowman will also return for 
their senior year. Two freshmen 

Starters, quarterback Bryce Johnson 
4 defensive lineman Khalil Sewell- 

alr, did a tremendous job to aid in the 
team's success. Despite the 

youthfulness of the team, the Vikings 
went 4-1 at home and registered "It was very : gS: 

conference wins over Mt. Carmel, : difficult but built something like a 

Baltimore Lutheran and Friends. oo ah ) rewarding." sce suited ig 
The 2013 season is shaping up to ‘ — : ssa ady akgealaatag 

be the Year of the Viking! Julian Young Anthony Barzey 

"It was full of ups 

and downs but 

veteran players! " overall it was a 

fun experience!" 

Bryce Johnson Cody Fabiszak 

"Life-changing. We  



7 ' girls' bas-ket-ball 
noun 1. an indoor court game between two teams of five players each that score by shooting 

an inflated ball through a raised net 

2. a team of highly competitive girls that continuously works to improve their skills 

and the result is a bonded team that has successful seasons 
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~ a * oe The Girls' Basketball teams 
\ ’ ss overcame adversity this year and 

both had successful season. Due 
illness, coaching changes weré 

made mid-season but the girls 

adapted and played hard duriné 
: e. 

Hailey Greene, Beth Ann Pierce, Shannon Greene, Madi Middeke, eo onto nay aes ni de 
Kimberly Calangan, Dr. Mambo, Paige Holston, Rachel Archer, ” i mews -— — 

Christine Hagan, Alexis Ogren, Amelia Clark, and Megan Breen several big wins in the conferen 
Not Pictured : Coach Krumpotich, Siesar Reeves and Coach Thomas The Varsity squad beat the 2 IX) a 5 Oat Sg" ig hasaga 75 was difficult to adjust 

Mercersburg Academy to win hy’ (We Fd ae : crazy and we all to the new coach change, 
coveted IPSL Championship trop a ee ty ‘ : wood realty hard but eventually we found 

They finished the season winning Pe, : _ 4 5 ‘ os a teamal* our stride." 

play-off game in the B Conferenct — — ee Mariama Keita Amelia Clark 
tournament. With only four seni” Alici Kylie Stitz, Marisa Bosser, Leslie Lewis, Abbey Connole, 
graduating and lots of young tale™” Delgado, Kathryn Plamondon, Kara Hargis, Caroline Nelson, 

the team looks to be very strong amie Stitz, Dr. Mambo, Marina Silva, Angelena D'Anna, 
next year! and Marie Yoboue Not Pictured : Coach Ricca 
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"It was enjoyable "T liked helping 

because I got to play the freshmen 
basketball and spend learn throughout 

time with all of my the season." 

friends!" 

Kathryn Plamondon Kylie Stitz 

         



    

        

girls’ ‘la-crosse 
1. a game played in which participants use a long-handled stick that has a a Ph man? ry) es’ 6 

webbed pouch on one end to maneuver a ball into the opposing team's goal Ps _ | ¥ 

2. a group of incredibly gifted athletes that competes on a very high level in the 

IAAM B Conference. These girls have a very strong bond and play extremely 

well together as a team. 

noun 

I | + 
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The Saint John's Girls' 

Lacrosse Team is a 

group who strive to 

Succeed everyday. These 

"It turned out to be a 

great season. We 

started out rough but, 

as a team, we ended 

up winning big! " 

"It was a good 

season, but was 

also bitter sweet 

because we lost a 

lot of our seniors." 

girls work so hard to 

Maintain Saint John's 

Teputation as being a sports 
bower-house! This season 

Bey learned that, if you 
take a fall, you can always 
Come back up and reverse 

the outcome. Nothing is set 
M stone and if you continue 
to work toward your goals, 

you'll eventually get there 
and with a little faith and 
€ndurance, anything is 
Possible. They fought 

for each win and made it to 
the B Conference play-offs 

which gave them 

reason to celebrate! 
These girls are a family 
both on and off the field! 

Maggie Nelson Casey Butler 

Flannery Lawrence, Daniela Ilijic, Michaela Dowling, Sarah Johnson, 

Taylor Rogers, Alexis Truxillo, Shannon Greene, Beth Ann Pierce, 

Coach Pompa, Marial Pierce, Emily Kinley, Erica Herdecker, 
Casey Butler, Kathleen Cook, Kelly Crowley, Christine Hagan, 

Shannon O'Dowd, Nicole Prokopchak, Meredith Jones, 

Brooke Wilson and Katherine Acosta 

"It's a really fun 

sport and I like how 

aggressive it is. It's 

also an easy way to 

make new friends." 

"We created a new team 

dynamic and bonded 

more as a team, and we 

were always learning 
how to improve our game 

plans." 

Marisa Bosser Shannon Greene 

ia « rt | 

Alexis Underwood, Tracey Breen, Colleen Crowley, Hailey Greet® 
Siesar Reeves, Katharine Wise, Maggie Nelson, Tatyana Blount, 

Sydney Austin, Coach Kelsey, Maahum Malik, Sarah Neal, 

Christa Houser, Kylie Stitz, Marisa Bosser, Taylor Grover, 
Camille Murphy, Leslie Lewis, Sade Reeves, Sarah Kubic, 

Katya Feerrar and Coach Abbey  
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Maria Bulley, Elizabeth Coletti, Maggie Nelson, Beth Ann Pierce, Hailey Greene, 
Angela Wellock, Coach Bernard Mambo, Amelia Clark, Megan Breen, Annie Breen, Alexis Ogren, 
Leslie Lewis, Natalie Bellanton, Abbey Connole, Coach Kim Borel, Sophia Bellanton, Kylie Stitz, 
Colleen Coulehan, Shannon Greene, Taylor Grover, Izzy Von Lazar, Sade Reeves, Laura Malagari, 

and Coach Weaver Not Pictured: Coach Henry 

WIKINGS 
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girls' soc-cer 
noun 1. played between two teams of 11 female players, in which the ball may be advanced 

by kicking or by bouncing it off any part of the body but the arms and hands 

2. ateam of tremendously talented athletes that has a group of coached that led them 

to win the conference championship title! 

  

  

The Saint John's Catholic Prep Girls' 
Soccer Team had the most 

Successful season in years. They 

had a grueling schedule but they 
Ver lowered their level of intensity 

on the field. Several players 
were statistical leaders in 

Frederick County and received 
Ve nterence honors. The girls were 

Ty Competitive and made it to the 

ne 

ch, . . @mpionship game of the IPSL league 
ut came up just short of the victory. 
ie they had the opportunity again 

. he B Conference Championship 
ame in Baltimore, they did not let it 

set away and brought the 
Sag mPionship trophy back to 

int John's with a huge win over 
the Institute of Notre Dame. 

Their hard work really paid off! 

  

"We had a great 

season... Winning the 

championship was the 

perfect way to end 

my career!" 

Megan Breen 

"It was fun 

celebrating the 

championship win 

with the seniors." 

Leslie Lewis 

"T really felt like our team 

became a family. It was a 

tough season but we fought 

hard and ended up with 

the big win!" 

Beth Ann Pierce 

"It was fun meeting 

new people and 

gaining new 

friendships." 

Maria Bulley  
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in-door track 
noun 1.asport comprising various competitive athletic contests based on running, 

jumping, and throwing that takes place at an inside track facility 

2. a well-coached team who has fun competing against many schools while 

breaking school records in the process! 
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out-door track 
Noun 1. a sport that includes an array of athletic contests based on running, jumping, 

and throwing that takes place at an outside facility 
2. a remarkable team of skilled athletes that has coaches who are dedicated to 

leading them to a successful season 

    Define your season ... 

  

    

     
     
     
    

   

  

" 

It was a fun season "It was a good 

  

    

   
   

With many great season, saw new 
&ccomplishments faces, and we were 
dIcan't wait until successful on and 

next year!" off the track." 
Natalie Bellanton Daniel Mathewson    Brigid McCarthy, Flannery Lawrence, Laura Malagari, Emma Davis, Molly Connole, 

Colleen Crowley, Sydney Austin, Izzy von Lazar, Matthew Neuman, Harrison Lisle, 

Nick Soares, Joey Cheli, Soraya Mbaoua, Jonah Villarosa, Vincent Ceci, Caesar Reeves, 
Marco Preciado, Camille Murphy, Alyssa Clayburn, Natalie Bellanton, Matilda Izevbigie, 

Kathryn Tighe, Sade Reeves, Gabbi Feudale, Alexis Underwood, Coach Smith, 

Bryce Johnson, Jonathon Mahalchick, Chris Pliszak, Daniel Mathewson, Brian Hickman, 

Christian Villarosa, Michael Amedeo, Eduardo Castro-Vidal, and Coach Herr 

Not Pictured: Brennan Wight 

Define your season ... The Vikings' Indoor Track year 
7] was exciting to say the least! The 

™ season started off with a bang as 

members of the team broke 

school records, some that were 

decades old! Each team member 

showed significant personal 

improvement over the season. 

Even though the team will be 

losing many vital runners, the 

    
  

  

     

          

Tim Johnson, Alyssa Clayburn, Matilda Izevbigie, Faith Jones, 
Natalie Bellanton, Nick Soares, Coach Collins, Cooper Mueller, 

Eduardo Castro-Vidal, Daniel Mathewson, Coach Herr, Christian Villarosa, 

Jay Zhang, Michael Amedeo, and Coach Trentacoste 

    

   

      

    
    

      
    
    
       

  

The Vikings' Outdoor 

Track and Field season saw 

‘Mprovements from every runner and 
Th broke some school records as well! 

r €y also really put the “Field” back into 
Tack and Field. Christian Villarosa hit 
Sophomore record marks in both the 
Tiple Jump and Hurdles. And Eduardo 

    

  

  

        
      

      
        

    
   

  

  

    "This track season was "This season wasvery future for the Indoor Track team c 
awesome even though fun and I hada great is strong due to the dedication of astro-Vidal won the Silver Medal at 
it was my first year. times running with these athletes! Onfere i i i an a eg aa peony nce Championships, setting a new 

  

     
    
    
    
      

        
      
       

  

SJCP school record in the Triple Jump. 
hey also saw improvement in the Long 

oP and the girls did incredibly well in 
1Scus and Shot Put events. Overall, the 

Laura Malagari Marco Preciado 

  

New School Records: 

Mens' 4x240 Relay 2:12.4 Womens' 4x240 Relay 2:355.4 

Jonathon Mahalchick Sydney Austin (.) 

Revee Sohnaen Aven thawene 4m had tremendous growth and can be 
a a proud of their accomplishments 
Brian Hickman Izzy von Lazar             individually and as a team! 
 



  
  

  
  

Abigail Tighe, Joy Mancini, Emma Davis, Andrea Villaran, 
Coach Fabiszak, Alexandra Nigida, Emily Nelson, Kathryn Tighe, 

Molly Connole, Maria Sofia, and Coach Miller 
Not Pictured: Sarina Sofia (Manager), Karalynn Lally, Amanda Yates 

and Coach Campbell 

Si. Johns. Ls) 

  

  

  
  

soft-b all 
1. a modified form of baseball played on a smaller field with a larger ball 

that has seven rather than nine innings and underarm pitching 

2. an amazing team of 11 Lady Vikings with a great coaching staff that 
made it to the second round of the IAAM playoffs 

  
  

Define your season ... 

" ts 

The Saint John's Lady 
ikings had an amazing 

Season finishing with a 

Tecord of 10-4. The team 
7 xed hard throughout 

€ season and learned 

how to work as a team. j "I am so proud we "It was a blast! 
* &sophomore, Kathryn | ##% ? . worked together to It was the best time 

led the team from ; q | achieve our goals for the of my life!" 

€ mound, pitching : season!" 
Strikes under pressure. Kathryn Tighe Emily Nelson 
€x Nigida, Abby Tighe, 

Molly Connole, and Joy 
ancini made up a strong 
infield making crucial 
outs. Emily Nelson 

j Showed much 

‘provement throughout 
her first season. Emma 

avis was a rock behind 
the plate as catcher and a 
Strong hitter. The ladies : 
look forward to another |. __ sees i we had a very 
Successful season in - successful season. " 

2013! oa Emma Davis Molly Connole 

"We worked hard, _ |" We changed our work 
grew asa team, and ethic which made a 

huge difference in our 
performance."  



  

  

Rachel Clark, Sydney Austin, Emily Nelson, Madi Middeke, Marisa Bosser, 
Molly Kelly, Kelsey Bealmear, Keili Terry, Coach Kristie Fourcade, 
Brooke Berglund, Katya Ferrar, Nicole Zuhse, Summer Villarosa, 

Katharine Wise, and Sarina Sofia 

Dew » a 
The Varsity Lady Vikings 

Volleyball team had a 

excellent season. Finishing 

‘the season with a 2'7-2 record, 
the 13 members of the team 

recorded all time highs in 
each of the statistics 

categories. Going into the 

season, many of the girls 

underestimated how good a 

season they could have, 

because 8 seniors graduated 

the year before. Adding 

pivotal players to the roster, 

attending camps, and 
improving their skills outsidé 
of the season showed just how 
much the girls wanted to wit 
the championship this year. 

The JV team worked hard to 
master their skills and played 

at a competitive level. The 

Lady Vikings ended the 

season winning the IAAM 
C Division Championships 

defeating St. Timothy's. Next 
year we hope to continue the 
success we had this season. 

  

vol-ley-ball ji 
l.a game in which two teams hit a large ball back and forth over 

a high net with their hands 

2. a team of girls that worked so hard, had great coaching, had an 

incredible record and won the CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP! 

  

  

Kathryn Plamondon, Marie-Michele Yoboue, Julia Zucofski, 
Eleanor Brown, Rachel Archer, Coralie Jean-Philippe, 

Hannah Haught, Amanda Pliszak, Nicky Delente, 
Samantha Nigida, Alex Cole, Camille Murphy, 

and Coach Jenn Foss 

a. 

Define your season ... 

"It was an 

amazing way to 

start off my 

senior year!" 

Molly Kelly 

"It helped me make 

friends since I was 

new here and I was 

happy we were so 

successful!" 

Keili Terry 

"The camaraderie on 

and off the court 

helped us achieve a 

once in a lifetime 

experience of 

winning a 
championship." 

Kelsey Bealmear 

"We weren't just 

teammates, we were 
family and in the end, 

all of our hard work 

paid off !" 

Brooke Berglund  



° ° o, 

ten-nis 
o 

1. a game played ona rectangular court by one or two players or two 
pairs of players equipped with rackets, in which a ball is driven back 
and forth over a low net that divides the court in half 

2. a great group of tennis players that are coached to perform at a very 
competitive level in their conference 

Carson Jones, Jake Sarro, Austin Rose, 

  

  
Abigail Connole, Madi Middeke and Izzy Von Lazar 

Not Pictured: Aric Bosser, Elijah Moore, 
Tiffany Caron, Thomas Jansen, Justin Furbush 

Coralie Jean-Philippe and Coach Henry 

  

  

  

  

The Saint John's Tennis Team 

had the best season they have 

ever had. Competing in the 

challenging MIAA 

B Conference, they made it to 

the team tournament for the 

first time in many years. Each 
player contributed so much to 

the teams' overall success. 

Madi Middeke was the first 

Saint John's tennis player to 

ever make it to the final round 

of individual competition 

which was a true 

accomplishment for Madi and 

her coaches. Having no seniors 

on the team, this program will 

only strengthen next season 

as the team looks to be a 

competitive force once again! 

se 

“We improved a 

lot from the year 

before and we 

really bonded as 

ateam!" 

Madi Middeke 

  

ason ... 

  
  

"Successful! We 
look forward t? a 

doing even better 
the next seaso”: 

    
  

  
"Surprising! We 

did so much better 

than I thought we 

would Next year 

should be great!" 

Austin Rose   Jake Sarro 

  

"Even though it 

was my first 
season, I felt vé 

welcome an 
loved being 00 t 

    t m! il 

Abbey connol?
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clubs and or-gan-i-za-tions 
pluralnoun 1. associations of people who have common 

interests that meet to participate in these activities 
=, 

Te savy JOHN'S CATHOLK: 

Pay to the order of 2. the groups that nearly all SJCP students are involveé 
in for entertainment , service and friendship outsidé 

of the classroom setting 

Life at Saint John's Catholic Prep 

involves more than just learning 

formulas and memorizing for tests. 

Though the students commit a 

tremendous amount of time to 

their academics and athletics, they 
also make time for the 

extracurricular activities that they 

enjoy. As they gather, students 

from every grade level mingle 

together and form close bonds with 

those who share their same 

interests. This interaction has 

proven to be a huge reason why the 

school has an atmosphere that is 

so family-like and close!
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° Pub-li-ca-tions ° 

_. 

Mary Beth Parshall, Maahum Malik, Hannah Kolobow, Molly Kelly, Casey Butler, Molly Connole, 

Lori Nalley, Emma Davis, Brian Hickman, Mrs. Corr, Kathryn Tighe, Carmisha Louis, 
Summer Villarosa, Erin Hargis, Calli Feudale, Matilda Izevbigie, Quortney Moulton, 

Collin Conway, Maggie Nelson, Maddie Najjar, Celeste McEwan, Alexandra Donaldson, 

Jade McAuliffe, Jake Sarro and Daniel Mathewson 

a” | = 2 
m L 

The Publication's Class at Saint John's 

Catholic Prep is a group of incredibly 

dedicated , hard-working and J a 
Sq detail-oriented students that produce the 

yearbook each year. So many hundreds of 

4 hours go into completing this book that 

will serve as a "year in review" now and 

become a valued treasure in the years to 

come. Each student in the school will 

find their face in these pages and the 

A pictures will bring back memories of an 

‘amazing school year! Many thanks to the 

entire class for all of their efforts on 

creating this incredible book! 
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°A-mer-i-can Pol-i-tics Club ° 
The American =o se " 
Politics Club 

promotes civil 

discussions of 

political idealogies 

and topics currently 
being debated on in 

the country. The 

mission is to help 

students form 

intelligent political 
opinions. Some 

topics include health 

care, federal 
Spending, abortion, Erin Hargis, Hannah Kolobow, Mano Narayanasamy, Jade McAuliffe, 
and the War in Iraq Alexandra Donaldson, Madison Hine, Eleanor Brown, Mr. Moser, 
and sequestration. Jonathan Clark, Matthew Brem, Ben Warner and Karolina Angel 

Not Pictured: Christine Hagan, Lianne Pedersen, Francis Barbera 
and Mackenzie Donaldson 

Founded in 2010, and under the 

direction of Music teacher and Notre 

Dame Marching Band alumni, Mr 
Tony Pawlicki, the SJCP Band of 

Vikings promotes the school in both 

academic and athletic venues. 

Rooted in the tradition of major 

collegiate marching bands, the band 
plays a variety of current music, as 
well as tunes from the past. This 

group has an amazing amount of 

talent. Their performances are 

lively and spirited and truly 

entertaining for all that have the 

pleasure of hearing them play! 

° Band of Vi-kings ° 

Miguel Rivas, Soraya Mbaoua, Caroline Nelson, 
Amanda Pliszak, Cassie Sottile, Shannon Bernier, 

Austin Rose, Sebastian Rivas, Aric Bosser, 
Matthew Brem, Matthew Wohlfarth and 

Mr. Pawlicki Not Pictured : Philip Book  



  

The Book Club chooses a different 

| book to read every month and meets 
4 for lively discussion. The meetings 

can include food that relate to the 

book, movies and conversations 

about themes and characters. 

Everyone has a great time reading 

these stories and getting to relive 

them with friends! It also helps 

students to develop a lifelong love 

of reading for pleasure. 

  

Ms. Weaver, Makenzie Donaldson, 
Sarah Vandegrift and Amanda Quarantillo 

Not Pictured: Finn Mayhew 

  

  

The Care Group 
is a newly formed 

club this year that is 

under the direction 

of the Counseling 
Department. 

The members 

reach-out to other 

students who are ill, 

hospitalized, 

experienced a death, 

are new to the 

school or just seem 

to need a friend to 

talk to. 
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Danny Russo, Calli Feudale, Sarina Sofia, Amanda Quarantillo, Jake Long, 

Matilda Izevbigie, Kelsey Bealmear, Brody Brown, Colleen Coulehan, 

Laura Malagari, Abbey Connole and Mrs. Campbell 

Not Pictured: Coralie Jean-Philippe and Summer Villarosa 

  

  

° Cam-pus Win-is-try ° 
The Campus Ministry program 

provides students with 

opportunities to experience 

faith in Jesus Christ on a 

personal level and encourages 

their active participation in the 

Catholic community of 

Saint John's Catholic Prep. 

They help to prepare for and 

participate in the school liturgies 

each month. Included in this 

group is the Peer Minister 

Organization which provides 

assistance and leadership 

wherever they are needed 

and at the Freshmen Retreat. 

  

Matilda Izevbigie, Natalie Bellanton, Coralie Jean-Philippe, 
Julia Zucofski, Alyssa Clayburn, Sarina Sofia, 

Sarah Vandegrift, Jake Long, Godwin Igbinedion, 
Camille Murphy, Makenzie Donaldson and Ms. Miller 

  

        
Certamen isa 

fast-paced Latin 

competition that is 

very similar to 
Battle of the Brains 

and Jeopardy. 

The Saint John's 

Catholic Prep 

Certamen team 

travels to other 

high schools several 

times a year to 

compete against 

their peers from 

across the region. 

In addition to 

winning awards, 

this group has lots 

of fun using their 

brains! 

3 Cer-ta-men ° 
    

      

Kelsey Bealmear, Sarah Vandegrift, Amanda Quarantillo, 

Simran Mehra, Mrs. Witcher, Jonathan Clark, 

and Samantha Nigida 

Not Pictured: Lianne Pedersen 
     



  

  

Under the direction 

of Mr. Minsker, the 

Drama Club works 

each year on an annual 

performance. This year, 

the group known as 

the Prospect Players 

presented "The Doctor 

In Spite of Himself" 

by Moliere at the 

Rosenstock Theater on 

the Hood College 

campus. 

  

  

  

    

Amanda Quarantillo, Sarina Sofia, Summer Villarosa, Mr. Minsker, 
Brennan Craven, Billy Mattern, Soraya Mbaoua, Makenzie Donaldson, 

Sarah Vandegrift, Samantha Nigida, Mary Margaret O'Neill, Maria Bulley, 
and Shannon Bernier Not Pictured: Finn Mayhew     
  

Glee club isa 
  

place where 

students can have 

fun playing music 

and singing. 
During meetings, 

there is a lot of 
laughter, fun, and 

of course, singing. 

Every meeting 

concludes with a 

jam session 

where everyone 

gets to participate 

and have their 

voice heard. Mr. Pawlicki, Finn Mayhew, Soraya Mbaoua, 
Marina Silva and Annie Moreno 

  

  

  
° En-vi-ron-ment-al Club ° 

The 

Environmental 

Club at Saint 

John's is made up 

of students 

dedicated to 

  

The club 

participates in 

aluminum 

recycling at the 
school campus, 

tree planting, and 

educational 

Mr. Soyring, Marcos Pierce, Christian Corr, Cody Fabiszak, assemblies. They 
Michael Grus, Conor Synder, Jonathon Mahalchick, also took part in 
John Ballantyne, Ella Seo, Olivia Seo, Chanie Houser, the Big Sweep, a 

Madi Middeke, Andrew Riley, Chase Tyler, and Grier Wilson sommsty 
Not Pictured: Casey Butler recycling day. 

  

      

° Hon-or Com-mit-tee e 
  

  

  

This group of 

students is selected 

by teachers 

and administration 

to help to make sure 

that the honor and 

character of the 

student body is 

upheld at Saint John's 

Catholic Prep. 

They encourage 

students by their 

example and try 

to see that the 

Honor Code is 

followed around     

campus and that 

students are honest 

and trustworthy. 

Mr. Dummann, Summer Villarosa, 

Natalie Bellanton, Kelsey Bealmear, 
and Jonathan Clark 

     



  

  
  

Jour-na-li-sm 

=) 
| MaryP. Grove | 

    

  

Journalism is 

an academic 

course at 

Saint John's. 

The members of 

the class conduct 

interviews, 

write articles   
| | and produce a 

student-run 

electronic 

newspaper 

named the 

Viking Voice. 

A link is 
  

Ms. Phillips, Julia Zucofski, Tracey Breen, Emma Davis, 
Nikki Prokopchak, Kimberly Calangan, Lori Nalley, 

Amelia Clark, Karolina Angel, Hannah Kolobow 
and Alexandra Cole 

available on the 

home page of the 

school's website. 

  

  

Live Ac-tion Role 
Live Action Role Play is a 

role-playing game where the 

participants physically act 

out their characters' actions. 

The players pursue goals 

within a fictional setting 

represented by the real 

world, while interacting with 

each other in character. 

Play may be very game-like, 

or may be more concerned 

with dramatic or artistic 

expression. The SJCP 

L.A.R.P. Club designed 

and made their own 

weapons for the games. 

"LARP-ing" is a very 

fast-paced and enjoyable 

activity for those involved 

and for spectators as well. 

  

  

    t 

Play 

Matthew Neuman, Mr. Van Schaick, 

Godwin Igbinedion, Tim Johnson, 

Andrew Gibson and Timothy Morrill 

  

  

  

Lat-in Hon-or So-ci-e-ty 
Members of the 

Latin Honor Society 

must fulfill three 

criteria in order to 

Si obtain membership. 

  

Kelsey Bealmear, Sarah Vandegrift, Ella Seo, Jonathan Clark, 

Mrs. Witcher, Nicholas Soares, Joey Cheli, Timothy Morrill, 

They must be in good 

standing for the 

National Junior 

Classical League, the 

Maryland Junior 

Classical League and 

must demonstrate 

good citizenship. 

They must also 

maintain an A 

average in Latin 

every semester. 

  
  

  

The Liturgy Band is a 
very talented group that 

provides music for every 

mass at Saint John's 

Catholic Prep. They 

practice for hours after 

school and on their own 

time at home in order to 

perform the beautiful 

songs so well. The music 

is very inspiring as well 

as entertaining. 

This group shows us that 

singing is another way   

Lit-ur-gy 

  

to pray and the students 

and teachers do a great 

Band . 

  

Annie Moreno, Jennifer Powell, Sarah Vandegrift, 
Amanda Quarantillo, Dr. Mambo, Mr. Moser, Austin Rose, 

Danny Russo and Brennan Wight job as they sing along John Ballantyne, Emily Nelson and Ms. Miller 
with the chorus! Not Pictured: Jonathan Clark and Christa Houser              



  

  

° ote WMa-ni-acs o 

cr! 

Christian Corr, John Ballantyne, Bailey Rogers, Beth Ann Pierce, Shannon Greene, 
Megan Breen, Siesar Reeves, Taylor Grover, Annie Breen, Colleen Coulehan, 

Nicole Zuhse, Carmisha Louis, Molly Kelly, Quortney Moulton, Dennis Breen, 
Conor Snyder, Jonathon Mahalchick, Caesar Reeves, Aditya Pradhan, 
Christa Houser, Matilda Izevbigie, Natalie Bellanton, Chanie Houser, 

Nathaniel Bowman, Izzy Von Lazar, Amelia Clark, Madi Middeke, Andrew Riley, 
Julian Young, Devin Middeke, Brennan Wight, Daniel Mathewson, Forrest Lisle, 
Marisa Bosser, Sydney Austin, Maahum Malik, Hailey Greene, Abbey Connole, 

Michael Amedeo, Chris Delente, Elijah Moore, Mac Coulehan, Chase Tyler, 
Maciah Thomas, Colleen Crowley, Kylie Stitz, Molly Connole, Alexa Simon, 
Flannery Lawrence, Calli Feudale, Sarah Neal, Ryan Filyo, Thomas Jansen, 
Carson Jones, Andrew Gauvin, Grier Wilson, Michael Corr, Brendan Shanley, 

Cody Fabiszak, Rodolfo Padilla and Brian Hickman 
Not Pictured: Michael Grus, Emma Davis, Matt O'Doud and Casey Butler 

The McSherry Maniacs are a group of incredibly enthusiastic fans of 

Saint John's Catholic Prep basketball...sometimes referred to as the 

"6th man" on the team! Named after the McSherry family that gave the 

money to construct the gym at the Prospect Hall campus in 1958, 

this was once a strong and organized group of fans but over the years, 

it had fizzled out of existence. During the 2011-2012 season, 
students Brian Plamondon and Michael Corr saw that more energy, 

spirit and excitement needed to be injected into the games and brought 

back the McSherry Maniacs with a vengeance! So many students joined 

in the fun and the games were packed once again with screaming fans. 

Each game ushered in a new theme...camouflage...black-out... costumes... 

crazy hats...Hawaiian shirts... green and gold night, just to name a few! 

Chants, cheers and laughter filled the air as these teenagers cheered on 

their team...most of the time to victory! With the excitement, school 

pride and entertainment that this group provides, they will continue to 

be a force at Saint John's basketball games...never to fade away again! 

  

  

Guided by the genuine 

rules of the United 
Nations, participating 

students serve as 

ambassadors from one of 

the over 190 member 

countries of the United 

Nations to accurately 

represent the strategic 

interests of the member 

country. This simulation 

takes place at Hood 

College and is run by the 
Unesco Center for Peace 

with the goal of acting 

locally to promote 

mutual and 

international 

understanding. 

  

  

  

  

Flannery Lawrence, Madison Payne, 

Karen Leahy, Lianne Pedersen, Jonathan Clark, 

and Mr. Van Schaick 

  

  

  
° Mock Trial ° 

Jonathan Clark, Danny Russo, Austin Rose, Sarina Sofia, Kelsey Bealmear, Devin Middeke, 
Mr. Minsker, Kim Messano, Makenzie Donaldson, Samantha Nigida, Justin Furbush, 

Bailey Rogers, Alex Helms, and Sam Galloway 

Not Pictured: Lianne Pedersen and Summer Villarosa 

The Saint John's Catholic 

Prep Mock Trial team 

participates in the 

annual Maryland State 

Mock Trial Competition, 

which has been in 

existence for over 27 

years. Competing against 

other high schools from 

Frederick County, the 
team competes in 

six local matches, 
as defense, prosecution 

and plaintiff. 

This competition is 

held in an actual 

courtroom at the 

Frederick County 
Courthouse with a 

practicing attorney 

serving as judge. 

All Mock Trial teams 

use the same case for 

the duration of the year. 

i 

  

  

      

The Moot Court Club 

meets every week to 

discuss past court 

cases of every 

type, from the 

constitutionality of 

the death penalty to 

the legality of 

burning American 

flags. Club members 

rely solely on 

previous cases and 

the Constitution to 

argue their cases in 

Supreme Court 

style. 

° Moot Court ° 
  

  
GOVERN iH 

    

Eleanor Brown, Allie Donaldson, Erin Hargis, 

Jade McAuliffe, and Mr. Moser 

Not Pictured: Julie Stout      



    The Peer Education Program at 

‘aanemcin © Deer Ed-u-ca-tors ° premise that, for some lessons, 
students are more likely to listen to 

their peers than adults. The faculty 

and counselors selected a group of 

juniors and seniors who they think 
can communicate effectively to the 
freshmen students on such topics as 

peer pressure, time management, 
alcohol and drug use, and bullying. 

The program began with an 
overnight retreat, just before the 

start of the school year, where the 

peer educators brainstormed some 

of the most pressing issues facing 

adolescents today and selected the 

topics they wished to teach to the 

freshmen later in the year. 

Throughout the fall, each 3-member 
team worked on their lesson, 

often in front of a faculty advisor 

who offered guidance and 
constructive criticism. The lessons 

were taught to the students during 

February and March. The freshmen 
were very receptive to their Julian Young, Cody Fabiszak, Michael Grus, Chris Pliszak, Jake Long, 

instruction and enjoyed hearing the Amelia Clark, Molly Connole, Summer Villarosa, Kelsey Bealmear, 
advice and knowledge from the Maahum Malik, Alyssa Clayburn, Carmisha Louis and Mr. Whedbee 

Mr. Van Schaick, Maclain Coulehan, Jake Long, Aric Bosser, Danny Russo, Madison Middeke, Amelia Clark, Summer Villarosa, Michael Amedeo, ay > 7 e Hl 

Jade McAuliffe, Erin Hargis, Rebecca Pazzanese, Collin Conway, Casey Butler, Mary Beth Parshall, Chris Pliszak, Amanda Quarantillo, Kathryn Tighe, VEDEEC lassmen. Not Pictured: Kimberly Calangan 

Molly Connole, Connor Gallagher, Forrest Lisle, Celeste McEwan, Eduardo Castro-Vidal, Cody Fabiszak, Michael Grus, Laura Malagari, 
Jonathon Mahalchick, Steven Weiblinger, John Ballantyne, Madison Payne, Christian Villarosa, Kelsey Bealmear, Calli Feudale, Marco-Andre Preciado, 
Ju Hee Ella Seo, Jennifer Powell, Carson Jones, Rachel Clark, Austin Rose, Alyssa Clayburn, Timothy Morrill, Michael Quarantillo, Alexis Underwood, 

Conor Snyder, Chase Tyler, Madison Hine, Karen Leahy, and Jonathan Clark Not Pictured: Maggie Nelson, Lianne Pedersen 

& 
Chartered in 1959, the The Pride Club is an ro] Pride Club fo] 

Saint John's Chapter of the organization of students, 

National Honor Society is an parents, faculty, and staff 
organization that recognizes ‘ela ane spipesipigaieaddd 

students that reflect outstanding ssmssten temepiviressapaaeon 
: : c campus. In addition to 

accomplishments in scholarship, collecting trash, the 

service, leadership, and character. Pride Club does clean-up 

Qualifying students must apply for and planting projects each 
admission and go through the year as well as helping to 

interview process and be considered decorate the outside of 

for acceptance to this prestigious the school and grounds 
group. Among other admirable for the Christmas holiday. 

qualities, members of the NHS have The club will plan and 
proven academic achievement and work on several long-term 

service to the community and prajects ab the new 
fees AGE Buckeystown campus. 

exhibit a willingness to use their Members really see that 

talents and skills to help others. "many hands make light 

Each member participates in the labor" and howimportant %hamar Nelson, Grier Wilson, Christian Corr, John Ballantyne, 

after school tutoring program to help it is to take "pride" in Jonathon Mahalchick, Andrew Riley, Maclain Coulehan, 

their classmates with their studies. their surroundings and Kelsey Bealmear, Taylor Grover, Ryan Filyo, Michael Grus, 

bo. th: 1 Cody Fabiszak, Brian Hickman, Beth Ann Pierce, Megan Breen, 

= eee eee Shannon Greene and Michael Corr 

  
    

  

  
  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  
    

    
  

        
  

  
   



        

        

eStu-dent Gov-ern-ment As-so-ci-a-tion o 
Members of the Student 

Government Association 

are elected by their fellow 

  

° Red Cross Club ° 
= a . be The Red Cross Club 

Matilda Izevbigie, Ju Hee Ella Seo, Natalie Bellanton, Siesar Reeves, 

Quortney Moulton, Molly Kelly, Molly Connole, Camille Murphy, Mrs.Splaine, 

Shannon Greene, Laura Malagari, Colleen Crowley, Annie Breen, Daniel Mathewson 

and Christian Villarosa Not Pictured: Casey Butler, Summer Villarosa and Alex Cole 

sponsors blood drives in 

the fall and the spring of 

each school year. Faculty, 
parents and students over 

sixteen years old that meet 

weight, health and social 

requirements can donate 

blood to the American Red 

Cross. Just one pint of blood 

can save several lives. 

By participating, the 

Saint John's Catholic Prep 

community can give back to 

those in need in our area. 

  

© Stu-dents A-gainst De-struc-tive De-ci-sions © 

Originally, SADD stood for 

Students Against Drunk   
  

Jake Long, Jade McAuliffe, Matilda Izevbigie, Siesar Reeves, 

Natalie Bellanton, Quortney Moulton, Mrs. Campbell, Kara Hargis, 
Erin Hargis, Cody Fabiszak, Nicole Prokopchak, Abbey Connole, 

Flannery Lawrence and Michael Grus 

Not Pictured: Summer Villarosa 

Driving. The name and 

mission of SADD has 

changed to Students Against 

Destructive Decisions and 

the goal of the organization 

is to help young people to 

say "no" to drinking and 

driving and so many other 

issues facing teenagers 

today. Students say that 

having positive peer 

pressure, role models, and 

other strategies can help 

them to use good judgement 

and ultimately, to make 

good decisions. SADD is now 

dedicated to helping prevent 

teen violence, impaired and 

drunk driving, drug use, 
depression, texting while 

driving and suicide. 

Execute Council : Amelia Clark, Calli Feudale, Ju Hee Ella Seo and Jake Long 

Senior Class Officers: Molly Connole, Carson Jones, Casey Butler, 

Siesar Reeves and Cody Fabiszak 
Junior Class Officers: Alexis Underwood, Michael Amedeo, 

Kelsey Bealmear, and Rachel Clark 

Sophomore Class Officers: Annie Breen, Colleen Crowley, 

Katharine Wise and Natalie Wright 

Freshmen Class Officers: Bryce Johnson, Chanie Houser, 

Jonah Villarosa Not Pictured: Daniel Milbrath 
Moderator: Mr. Dummann 

classmates and serve a 

term of one school year. 

It is an honor for these 

students to represent 

their class and Saint 

John's Catholic Prep. 

The positions come with 

a huge amount of work 

and responsibility. 

The class officers help 

to plan, organize and 
carry-out school 

activities for everyone 

to enjoy including 

Spirit Week, 
Homecoming, 

Black History Day, 

Catholic School's Week, 
and the Mr. Viking 

Pageant. SGA also 

organizes many service 

projects throughout the 

year such as canned food, 

clothing and toy drives to 

help the less fortunate 

members of our 

community. These events 

keep this group very 

busy all year long! 

 



    
  

    
  ° Ski Club ° 

Jack Stakem, Curtis Stapleton, Sean Carter, Rodolfo Padilla, Brian Hickman, Aric Bosser, 

Colleen Crowley, Mikey Thane, Katharine Wise, Logan Kamer, Noah Thiede, Samantha Nigida, 

Simran Mehra, Matthew Neuman, Miguel Rivas, Tim Johnson, Giovanni Peralta, Ben Warner, 

Rebecca Pazzanese, Kirsten Oakes, Erin Hargis, Matthew Vandegrift, Michael Quarantillo, 

Francis Barbera, Nicholas Hill, Jake Long, Spencer Griffin, Eduardo Castro-Vidal, Jake Sarro, 

Carson Jones, Dennis Breen, Danny Russo, Bryce Johnson, Maclain Coulehan, Alex Collins, 

John Ballantyne, Conor Snyder, Chase Tyler, Michael Grus, Cody Fabizsak, Hannah Kolobow, 
and Mr. Soyring 

° sound Crew ° 

  
  

The SJCP Ski Club is an 

organization of 

snowboarding and skiing 

enthusiasts that spends 

their Friday nights on the 

slopes at area mountains 

such as Ski Liberty, 

i Whitetail and Ski Roundtop. 

Students purchase 

discounted night club cards 

which allows them to ski at 

§ these specific resorts for the 

entire season. All of the 

members look forward to 

skiing with their friends 

each week! 

    

  
  
Members of the SJCP Sound 

Crew, guided by the expertise 
of Mr. McNickle, set-up and 

operate the portable sound 

assemblies, and evening 
functions at school. They take 

the system to the athletic 

a fields for sporting events, the 

Ben Goundry, Grier Wilson, Matthew Brem, Miguel Rivas, 

Forrest Lisle, Mr. McNickle, Matt O'Dowd, Francis Barbera, 

Michael Quarantillo, Matt Vandegrift, Andrew Gibson, 
and Tim Johnson 

front lawn for the Tailgate 

and also to the FSK Mall 

during Catholic School's 

Week. They all work asa 

team to ensure proper sound 

at events and learn a great 

skill at the same time! 

° Stu-dent Am-bas-sa-dors ° 

Mr. Schultz, Carmisha Louis, Brigid McCarthy, Annie Breen, Colleen Crowley, Amelia Clark, Emma Davis, Casey Butler, 

Mary Beth Parshall, Molly Connole, Summer Villarosa, Matilda Izevbigie, Coralie Jean-Philippe, Abbey Connole, 

Natalie Wright, Katharine Wise, Calli Feudale, Brennan Craven, Michael Grus, Ryan Filyo, Kelsey Bealmear, Laura Malagari, 

Makenzie Donaldson, Jake Long, Erin Hargis, Ju Hee Ella Seo, Sarina Sofia, Alyssa Clayburn, Sarah Vandegrift, Karen Leahy, 

Michael Bealmear, Jimmy Russo, Carson Jones, Steven Weiblinger, Jonathon Mahalchick, Madi Middeke, Alexis Underwood. 

Rachel Clark, Kathryn Tighe, Amanda Quarantillo, Eleanor Brown, Michael Quarantillo, Francis Barbera, Devin Middeke, 
? 

Michael Amedeo, Brennan Wight, Lorraine Yetimitana, Danny Russo, John Ballantyne, Christian Villarosa and Chase Tyler 

Not Pictured: Lianne Pedersen and Mrs. Campbell 

and role models among their 

peers at Saint John's Catholic 

Prep. Students must be in good 

academic and disciplinary 

standing at school to even be 

considered for admission to this 

exceptional group. Those chosen 

to serve become advisors to 

freshmen and transfer students 

to help them have an easy 

i. transition to a new school. 

. \ Throughout the year, they also 
‘4 assist with the Open House, the 

Freshmen Orientation and 

wherever they are needed to 

promote the school.   

  

  

     



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  Iwo new words in photography... 
the PHOTOBOMB and the SELFIE! 

things technological! Students 

are trained to take care of the 

technology around school, and 

after completion of training, 

they assist teachers, provide 
maintenance for the computers 

and network and serve as 

regular technical support for 

the campus. This year, they 

added video gaming to the 

club's events and it provided 

lots of entertainment for the 

members of the group. 

As a way to involve the entire 

x i school, the Tech Club also 
Mrs. Robison, Tim Johnson, Andrew Stewart, sponsored a "Technology —— 

Timothy Morrill, Godwin Igbinedion, Smash" where students and - i ¢ | pho-to-bomb 
Francis Barbera and Andrew Gibson teachers made donations to “Pp *|verb 1. while attempting to 

: ’ wes . destroy old equipment with take an otherwise normal 
oe os, ‘ i Y sledge hammers before it was photo, a person "pops in" or 
avy oo hw §64c) BAwi fam | «(Sent to be recycled! Everyone "photobombs "the background 

lines 5. : = ie eos had a great time letting off some just before the picture is taken 
“i | a ee j i steam and taking out their but the people having their 
men sci frustrations at the same time! picture taken have no idea that 

someone else is in their shot! 

They sure make some funny 

The goal of the and entertaining photographs! 

°Vik-ings for Hope © vise serene 
organization is to 

iy" i é we” provide aid to children 

The Tech Club is an organization 
oO ! ec ; } = i } ol-o-sy Club © of students that enjoys all 

a tomes) f C\ a ea eat \y AN and their families 
\ = a= Y wens. ae i 7-7" ——{—{ during their fight with 

j i. A Bs WT 4 t @* childhood cancer. 
‘2 ae oe wg Through unwavering 

dedication to this 
cause, they strive to 

"sk promote awareness of 

| the plight that children 

with cancer and their . self-ie 
families face, each and noun 1. a picture in which the 

Calli Feudale, Christa Houser, Madison Payne, Conor Snyder, Molly Connole, 

Chase Tyler, Francis Barbera, Michael Quarantillo, Brennan Craven, 
Ms. Phillips, Kelsey Bealmear, Chanie Houser, Matilda Izevbigie, 

Annie Breen, Siesar Reeves, Shannon Greene, Molly Kelly, Emma Davis, 
Amanda Quarantillo, Quortney Moulton, Natalie Bellanton, Katya Feerrar, 

Tiffany Caron, Rebecca Pazzanese, Nikki Prokopchak, Carmisha Louis, 
Sumin Olivia Seo, Ju Hee Ella Seo and Sarina Sofia 
Not Pictured: Casey Butler and Summer Villarosa 

everyday. They raise 

funds to help relieve 

their financial burdens. 

The kindness of this 

group lifts the spirits 

and comforts the 

families during the 

most difficult time in 

their lives. 

photographer is also the subject 

of the photograph. You can 

usually see the person's arm 

holding out the camera. These 

pictures are usually taken to be 

texted to friends or to be 

uploaded to social media sites 

like Twitter, Instagram and 
Facebook! Funny, awkward 

pictures are often a result!      
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1. something that happens or is regarded as an occurrence, often ina 

special location, especially one of some importance or significance 

2. the many things that are always "going on " at SJCP such as the 

liturgies, music events, school play, Sports' Banquets, Junior Ring Day! 
Black History Month, the new school's dedication, Honor's AssemblieS; 
dances and the list goes on! Some entertain while others inspire! 
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Spirit Week is an incredibly fun time at 

SJCP. Each day there is a theme and 

everyone dresses the part and shows 

their Viking enthusuiasm! The week 

ey end with the Pep Rally, Tailgate, 

| football game and Homecoming dance. 
Looking at the pictures brings back all 

of the memories of this amazing week!    
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home-com-ing 
1. an annual event at high schools and colleges for current students 

of the school that usually includes a sporting event and a dance 

2. an awesome evening presided over by the king, queen and 

underclassmen court for all of the SJCP students to get dressed-up 

and dance the evening away with their friends. 
  
  

Freshmen Prince and Princess: Christian Corr and Elizabeth Coletti...Sophomore Prince and Princess: Trevor Lecuona and Taylor Grove!” 

Junior Prince and Princess: Mac Coulehan and Alexis Underwood...King and Queen: Eduardo Castro-Vidal and Isabel von Lazar and 

Senior Attendants: Tatyana Blount, Jake Sarro, Mary Beth Parshall and Chris Pliszak 

"It was a truly 

memorable night! " 

Mary Beth Parshall 

Thad a really 

great time! 

Sarah Neal 

"It was a great 

experience!" 

Caesar Reeves 

_y 

UE 

® 

cH 

"I got down on the 

dance floor!" 

Chase Washington 
  

TAMA «om * 

  
  

  
  

During the fall of 2012, 

students 

participated in the most 

entertaining week of 
the year... Spirit Week, 
which concluded with 

the Homecoming Dance 

on Saturday night. 

This year's theme, 
Out of the World, came to 
life with alien creatures 

scattered about in the 

vibrantly lit McSherry 

gymnasium. The music 

bounced off the walls and 

the gym floor transformed 

into a dance floor as 

festively dressed SJCP 

students danced 

and had a blast with 

their friends.   

  

 



    

° hal-lo-ween - 
1. the day of October 31, that is celebrated by children who dress in costume and 

solicit treats door-to-door. It is also enjoyed and observed by people of all ages 

2. a very fun day each year at SJCP where students, as well as teachers ,wear 

creative costumes to school and show them off to everyone 

  
  

  

  

    

    

 



    

Queen Katy Barrientos 7 \ | 4 Wf Princess Mary Beth Parshall 
& King Cooper Mueller : & Prince Chris Pliszak 

  

  

The Saint John's Catholic Prep 

Prom is always an evening where 

memories are made. From tuxedos 

and bowties to long dresses and 
high heels, everyone looked 
amazing and enjoyed music, 

dancing, taking pictures, and 

  
  

    laughing with friends at the 

Hollow Creek Country Club. It was 

truly a night they will never forget! 

" Thad fun dancing 
. Thad an amazing 

time with Gilcste and with Jade and Allie 

all of my other and then having a 

friends!" sleepover!" 

Forrest Lisle Erin Hargis 

4a 

"I loved getting ready 
With friends and 

having fun!" 
Quortney Moulton    



  

  

  

  
  

    

  

noun 1.aday when class rings, also known as a graduation rings, are presented to students 
in a formal ceremony 

2. a very significant day for the Junior class at SJCP. They gather for 

breakfast together, followed by a celebration in front of their families and 

the entire school where they receive their class rings and officially become 

upperclassmen. These rings are a source of pride and bond them as the Class of 2014! 

ee jun-ior ring day ° 

  
  

    

  

  

“= Saint John's 

Junior Ring Day 

Class of 2014 

February 14, 2013 

   



    
    

    
    

  

For 184 years , Saint John's has been in existence 
as a Catholic school in Frederick County, Maryland. 

First located in downtown Frederick, the high school 
portion of the school was relocated to the historic Prospect 

Hall mansion in 1958. It was a fine location for many years 

but they outgrew the facility and so the school's journey 

would need to continue. After many years of hard work, on 

January 14, 2013,the school opened the doors at their new 

facility in Buckeystown. Teachers, students, staff, parents 

and alumni pitched in with the enormous move and now 

everyone is settling in and enjoying the new school... 

but the memories from the mansion will never be forgotten! 
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  d-i-ca-tion: 
1. a ceremony in which something, such as a building or 

church , is dedicated 
2. an event at SJCP to dedicate and bless our new school 

facility 

  
  

On Friday , February 22, 2013, the school held a Dedication 

Ceremony and blessing of the new Saint John's Catholic Prep 

building in Buckeystown. Archbishop William Lori, of the 

Archdiocese of Baltimore, presided at this monumental event that 

was years in the making. He said the new building is beautiful, and 

he congratulated everyone on "a really terrific accomplishment. " 

Students, teachers and staff were in attendance as well as parents, 

alumni, past and present members of the Board of Trustees, 

school officials from the Archdiocese of Baltimore, donors, media, 
the Friends of Catholic Education, community and financial leaders, 
members of the Knights of Columbus and many priests and deacons 

from the area to take part in the celebration. Archbishop Lori 

performed a blessing with holy water on attendees and many areas of 

the school. It was an amazing day in the history of Saint John's ! 

ST iT  



 
 

 



Rodolfo J. Padilla Celeste Connolly McEwan 
Rodo, 

We love you so much! My best Poppet, 
You are so smart, so funny, Iam so proud of the amazing 

sucha special person! 46 young woman you have become. 
God has blessed you in so many ways! ee. ; Thank you for leaning over that 
Always strive to do your very best. ° 

We know you will be successful in all you do. cloud and choosing me to be 

Be happy! Live with integrity! >». 7 your Mamma! 
We are so blessed you are our son. j I love you more. 

Te queremos mucho! 

Tu Papa, Mama & Isa y toda la familia. 

  

        
  

        
  

  

Congratulations Jake! Congratulations Marco-Andre! 

We have been blessed since the moment you 

We are very proud of your — came into our lives. You are an exemplary son 
. * » a and the very best big brother that God could 

accomplishments. You are : 9 have given for Gianfranco. We are very proud 

an awesome son, full of fun a~ of you and know that you will continue to 
and full of surprises. * ‘excel at whatever goals you set for yourself for 

° the next chapter in your life-college. est 
inibed snhegst dduancta ied ° he ! ‘aad May God bless you always! 

of luck as you move into t 4 “ sy With all of our love, 

next chapter of your life. (o a Mom, Dad and G 

We are excited to continue 
the adventure with you. 

Remember to reach for the 

stars and to live the life you 

have always imagined. 

May all of your dreams 

come true! 

  Love, 

Dad, Mom and Maddie    



Carson Jones Casey Lynn Butler 
  

  

Congratulations Carson! 

We're so proud of you and all of 

your accomplishments. 

We know you are well prepared for 

the challenges of college and beyond. 

Love, 

Mom and Dad 

  

  

Our Dearest Casey, 

Congratulations! We are so proud of you! 

We've watched you grow from our 

"little princess" into a beautiful 

young woman both inside and out. 

We celebrate your graduation and wish 

you happiness and success 

in the next phase of your life journey. 

Dream Big - Achieve Great 

We Love You "Princess" 
  
  

Mom, Dad and Sean 

  
  
  

Lori Nalley 
  

Words cannot express 

how proud we are of 

you!!! 

Congratulations Calli! 
We Love You! 

Dad, Mom and Gabbi 

  

Lori, we're so proud of the growth 
and maturity you've acquired in 

the last four years. You're a 

beautiful young woman, inside and 

out. The future is what you make 

of it. Be confident in who you are 

and the dreams you have. 

Love, 

Mom & Dad 
  

i   Sap, 

     



  

Hannah Kelly Kolobow 

Dear Hannah, 

These days are bittersweet as I watch you continue to blossom into the 
wonderfully vivacious and beautiful, young lady you have become. When\ 

: you are off on your own, always remember my song for you that goes 
7 oe something like this... Dear Maddie, ’ 4 : sd cpa aa 

tae 
\ 

Over the years we have watched you grow into such a beautiful young lady. : In my daughter’s eyes, everyone is equal 
You are a joy to know and a privilege to be with. Always remember; . _____Darkness turns to light and the world is at peace. 

* | This miracle God gave to me gives me strength when I am weak 

“When night falls on you ae : | I find reason to believe in my daughter’s eyes. 
NE i ee tnaer ££ A In my daughter’s eyes, I can see the future 

Nothin’ you confess, could make me love you less _. . A reflection of whol amvand what will be ; Vil aiand by fon Wan tis nobody hare ve ; a Though she’ll grow and someday leave, maybe raise a family 
Ill stand by you” 2 | -= When I’m gone I hope you’ ll see how happy she made me 

ae a For I’ll be there, in my daughter’s eyes.” 

: ‘ d the future! We are all so proud of you. I love you. , . oe 

Rar ge Love : eg From the day you were born, you always have exceeded anything I could 

Daddy, Heather, Teddy, Kyle Hannah, Habib & Kami , ‘ hg wish for. aoe is —— of you and always remember that you 
et tttis 4 are a privilege for anyone to know. I love you. 

Love, 

Mommy, Haytham, Teddy, Kyle, Maddie, Habib & Kami 

   



Alex Collins Christine Hagan 
Dearest Christine, 

The time has come for you to graduate from high school and 
iT] Ma —" : : : 
Con er atul ation Ss ) , Cs leave for college. I am truly going to miss you, but I know that 

this is a natural progression in life. We are extremely proud of 

  

you and your accomplishments, and we love you very much. 

Alex ! Your family _% ; Your father and I wish you all the best that life has to offer. 
Please remember to believe in your God who has brought you 

4 d f : ~~ this far and in yourself and the abilities He has given you. 

1S So prou fe) eet ' bd May The Lord bless you and keep you. 

May the Lord make his face to shine upon you, and be gracious 

all your : ai to you. May the Lord lift up His countenance upon you, 

and give you peace. 

Love, 

accomplishments ~~ || a Mom and Daa 
and we wish you the 
best in life to come! 

Love, = & AD ar : 

Mom, Dad and Zach oe | mee [co 
CATHOLIC PREP 

  

  

Fostering faith + inspiring     

  

  

Edu, 

WOW! You are a senior now; can you tell us where time Becca, F 
You have brains in your head. You ' on . has gone? Dad, Finita, Gabriella, Fabiana and I are so 

Fi proud of all your accomplishments. You are a great 
have feet in your shoes. You can steer student athletic, the best brother that any sister can 

yourself in any direction you choose. ! ‘7 Us yeabcs 
: : —y E — xcellent son 

You're on your own, and you know D - edicated to all your causes 
~ Da U - nbelievable handsome (just like....) 

what you oe And you are the gal _ ee A -lways thinking of others before yourself 

who'll decide where to go. R - eady to be there for your family 
oe Dr. Seuss D - ependable without any discrimination 

si 5 ; ip! O- riginal in all aspects 
Butterfly and eskimo kisses! 

Mom and D ee : : , [iq ‘Thank you for what you have accomplished so far and 
ad nm] be " we know that there is a lot more to come and that you 

will be a “SUCCESS” in life. Stay the way you are. 

  
    

  

  

               



Maahum Malik Summer Villarosa 

  Congratulations Maahum! 
You are and always will be Summer, 
"our moon" just like the 
meaning of your name. 

a5 Ni gmo™ Bij, You have been a magical light in 

Your dad and I are so proud of . ; | ) kee ff i + 4 Wi oh our lives since you were born. 
what you have accomplished. [ én ives se -_ ; 
Despite all the challenges and 

} | . # Your excitement of the smallest 
life changing events in your \ hel! i = | ae : things has made us appreciate life 

life, you have persevered. You A.) iat we. ‘ : 2 

have handled life and what it 
i so much more. I hope you will 

has handed you with such . i | _ | | always know how much we love 
courage and grace. We have no 

doubt that you will always 
| 4 i ? you. We pray you will live your 

strive to achieve yourdreams [~~ ( BI y : | dreams to the fullest so go now 
and accomplish your goals. | | 1 oe aoe | AN and be brave and courageous and 

Always remember, "Shoot for ee Y 1 = . 

the moon. Even if you miss, ‘ VE conquer the world! 
you will land in the stars." Love, 

Mom, Dad, Pop, 
Christian, Chey and Jonah 

  
  

  

    

Michael Corr 

Congratulations, Michael! 
We are so incredibly proud of you and all that you 

have accomplished during your high school years at 

Saint John's. You have proven to be a very strong, 

funny, loyal, entertaining, brave, caring, spirited and 
wise young man. With these qualities and alot of hard 

work at college, we know that you will have great 

success in whatever it is you choose to do in life. 
And in the words of Pedro Sanchez.... 

"May all of your wildest dreams come true!" 

We Love You! 

Mom, Dad and Christian 

  

      
  

  

    
    

     



Allie Donaldson 
We are so proud of all you have 

accomplished! We look 

forward for great things from 

you as you move on to the next 

chapter of your life. 

Keep following your dreams 

and know that our love goes 
with you always. 

Love, 

Mom, Dad, Ashley, Kelsey, 

Makenzie, Valley and Vanilla 

  

  

      
    

  

  

    

  

  aay a na May God's light shine 

You were born in a thunder and lightening ; / i down upon the 

storm and have been striking ever since! 7 Ss © r e 2 | Saint John's Catholic Prep You are the most hard-working and 7? 
well-rounded person we know. ~ Py a4 

Your caring, loving, sunny disposition stands : ‘ Class of 20 l 3 ! 

out among others. You always...I mean always 

accomplish what you set out to do. 

We cannot wait to see what great things 

you do in the future, Dr. Summer V., 

Future owner of the Baltimore Ravens! 

We love you, 

Mom, Dad, Christian, Jonah, Chey and Pop     
  

The teachers, administration and staff congratulate the 
Saint John's Catholic Prep Class of 2013! 

We hope your dreams take you to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes 
to the windows of your opportunities and to the most special places your hearts have ever knows, 
Always remember...once a Saint John's Viking, always a Saint John's Viking! You will be missed!  



THING IS MORE POWERFUL THA 

    
      
     

  

     
   

     

  

   
        

  

The 2012-20135 school year was 

filled with de-fin-ing mo-ments 

in the history of 

Saint John's Catholic Prep. 

We hope each of you had an 

      

incredible year in your journey Lf ~)¥ > ma van 

through high school! 7 | - | . » \ aon J. s 

       ia    

   e 5 ‘ Ve 
Bo Bee * 
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RATES 
Mortgage and 
Home Equity 

     
Adjustable (ARM) 

4.000%      
The world is uneasy as North 

Korea launches a rocket that 

may have puta satellite into 

orbit around the Earth. 

Armed attackers kill Ambassador 

J. Christopher Stevens and six 

other Americans at the U.S. 

; ; ‘ ; # consulate in Benghazi, Libya. 
The U.S. Senate achieves a new record: 20 female senators in office, 16 Homebuyers benefit from favorable lending rates as the slow economy keeps . 

Democrats and four Republicans. The new total beats the previous record by four. home mortgage interest rates as low as 2.94 percent.     

  

Shortly before the second anniversary In Aurora, CO, actor Christian Bale and his wife Sandra Blazic visit the Skydiver Felix Baumgartner breaks After the Chicago Teachers Union To postpone $109 billion in federal Egypt holds a democratic presidential With the safe return of the Spacex 

of the 2010 oil spill in the Gulf of memorial that was created for the victims of the mass shooting that occurred a world record by jumping from a fails to reach an agreement with the budget cuts, Congress passes a election, and conservative Muslim Dragon capsule, NASA successfully 

Mexico, BP reaches a settlement during a midnight screening of The Dark Knight Rises. space capsule almost 24 miles city, more than 26,000 teachers and compromise bill that raises taxes on candidate Mohamed Morsi is completes its first commercial 

with thousands of businesses and above ground. staff walk off the job. the nation’s wealthiest. declared the winner. supply mission to the International 

individuals hurt by the spill. Space Station. 

   
  

Hurricane Sandy hits New York, flooding transit The Jersey Shore copes with widespread flooding, Malala Yousafzai, the 15-year-old Pakistani Three weeks after the Sandy Hook tragedy, classes The troubled Hostess Brands, Inc. shuts down The United Nations launches a $1.5 billion aid effort 

tunnels and prompting President Obama to sign an power outages and property damage resulting schoolgirl shot by the Taliban because she are relocated to the former Chalk Hill Middle School operations, signaling a probable end for the to bring food, clothing, shelter and medical supplies 

emergency declaration for the entire state. from Hurricane Sandy. campaigned for the education of girls, is named in nearby Monroe, CT. “Our collective strength and once-popular Twinkies snack cake. to Syrians fleeing more than two years of war. 
Teenager of the Year by The Muslim Times. resilience will serve as an example to the rest of 

the world,” tweeted the principal from Newtown 

High School.  



  

Vice President Joe Biden and 

Republican vice presidential 

candidate Paul Ryan debate 

a wide range of issues 

in Danville, KY. 

Romney 206 

      

President Barack Obama accepts his party’s nomination and addresses the 

Democratic National Convention in Charlotte, NC. 

  

With a total of 332 electoral votes, President Obama faces his challenger, former Massachusetts Governor Mitt Onstage at the Republican National 

Barack Obama easily exceeds the Romney, in a debate about domestic policy at the University of Denver in Convention in Tampa, FL, Clint 

270 electoral votes he needs to win Denver, CO. Eastwood pretends that the empty 

the 2012 presidential election. 

  

Voters in the 2012 election faced long lines at 
the polls across the country, especially in key 

battleground states such as Virginia, Ohio 

and Florida. 

  

Despite high unemployment and a slow economic 

recovery, President Barack Obama wins a second 

term in the White House. 

chair beside him is President Obama. 

in Washington, D.C., President Obama is sworn in 

for his second term at a public ceremony marking 

the nation’s 57th presidential inauguration. 

   

      

   

      
   
     

Thanks to two goals by midfielder 

Carli Lloyd and a critical save 

by goalie Hope Solo, the U.S. 

women’s soccer team defeats 

Japan for the gold. 

After winning four gold medals 

and one bronze at the Summer 

Games, swimmer Missy Franklin 

still plans to swim for her high 

school in Aurora, CO. 

  

Michael Phelps swims to his 

18th gold medal and his 22nd 

medal in total, making him 

the most decorated Olympic 

athlete in history. 

Jamaican Usain Bolt wins the The U.S. men’s basketball team, led Sprinter Allyson Felix wins the South African sprinter Oscar 

100-meter event in 9.63 seconds, by NBA star LeBron James, defends Women’s 200-meter final. It is one Pistorius is the first double-leg 

setting a new Olympic record and their Olympic gold title by defeating of three gold medals she takes amputee to compete in the 

cementing his reputation as the Spain 107-100. home from the Summer Games. Olympics. He took home two gold 

fastest man on Earth. 

  

The U.S. beach volleyball team of Misty May- 

Treanor and Kerri Wash Jennings win their third 

| consecutive gold medal. 

  

For the first time in 12 years, people with 

intellectual challenges are invited to compete 

at the Paralympic Games for physical and 

intellectual disabilities. 

medals and a silver. 

  

The “Fab Five” (also known as the “Fierce Five”) 

of the U.S. women’s gymnastics team win the gold 

for the women’s team competition.



  

Freshman Wins 

Heisman 

On the 40-year anniversary of 

freshman eligibility, the Heisman 

Trophy goes to the first freshman 

in its history, Texas A&M 

quarterback Johnny Manziel. 

Timothy Bradley 

Unseats Pacquiao 

A hotly debated, split-decision 

victory for U.S. welterweight 

Timothy Bradley ends the 15-fight 

winning streak of Filipino boxer 

Manny Pacquiao. 

L.A. Kings Play It Cool 

  

Australian Surfs to 

Victory 

Joel “Parko” Parkinson wins his 
first Association of Surfing 

Professionals world championship 

title and the Pipeline Masters on 

the same day. 

aKeselowski Wins NASCAR 

Championship 

NHL Lockout Shortens Season 

After a 113-day lockout, the National Hockey League reaches an agreement with 

the players’ association, resulting ina compressed season. 

Williams Is Named 

ITF World Champion 

For the third time, Serena Williams 

earns the World Champion women’s 

prize from the International Tennis 

Federation. 

4The Miami Heat Burn Up 

Golfer Rory Mcllroy 

Wins World Title 

Northern lreland’s Rory Mcllroy is 

the world’s No. 1 golfer after winning 

the Deutsche Bank Championship 

and the BMW Championship. 

the Court 

Baltimore Ravens Win Super Bowl XLVII 

In a dramatic game interrupted by a power outage at the Superdome in New 

Orleans, the Ravens defeat the San Francisco 49ers 34-31. 

LeBron Scores Another 

Award 

Sports Illustrated names basketball 

superstar LeBron James of the 

Miami Heat their Sportsman of the 

Year for 2012. 

  

World Series 

Garrett Reynolds Rolls to Rule 

In San Francisco, cyclist Garrett Reynolds takes home two Dew Cup 

championships for the BMX Street Cycle finals and the BMX 

Streetstyle competition. 

4 Paul Rodriguez Beats the 
Street 

Indiana Fever Jinx 

the Lynx 

, The Indiana Fever defeat the 

defending champion Minnesota 

, Lynx 87-78 in game four of the 

2012 WNBA Finals. 

Stacy Lewis Is Queen 
of the Greens 

U.S. professional golfer Stacy Lewis 

wins four LPGA titles, the most on 

the year’s tour, and is named the 

LPGA Player of the Year. 

       
4Andy Murray Serves Up 

    
  

 



    

At the 46th annual CMA awards, 

married couple Blake Shelton 

and Miranda Lambert take home 

the year’s highest honors in 

country music. 

With the release of Red, 

her fourth studio album, Taylor 

| Swift is the first female artist to 

release two albums with sales 
After the success of last year’s “We Are Young,” fun. has high hopes for its f Dueling American Idol judges Nicki Minaj and Mariah Carey swap insults and of ed million 

latest single, “Some Nights.” threats on camera and via Twitter.     
  

  

    

  

       
Carly Rae, whose song “Call Me Breakout music star Frank Ocean Colombia’s global pop star Shakira With more than 854 million hits, the i The American Music Awards choose After 12 years in the music business, Flo Rida contributes his talents to At age 21, Louisiana native and 

Maybe’ is a surprise hit, is named tells an interviewer that he might wins her fourth AMA statuette, viral video of “Gangnam Style” by TobyMac as the year’s Favorite Pink finally achieves a No. 1 album the “Got Your Six” campaign, which multi-instrumentalist country star 

New Artist of the Year by the write a novel because he enjoys the bringing home the award for Favorite Korean pop star PSY becomes the Contemporary/Inspirational Artist. with the success of her newest helps combat veterans return to Hunter Hayes is named Best New 
American Music Awards. storytelling aspect of music. Latin Artist. most-watched YouTube video release, The Truth About Love. civilian life. Artist at the CMA Awards. 

of all time. 

ornee we cecceee!        
The Lumineers, a folk-rock band from Denver, After appearing at the Summer Olympics, the Singer-songwriter Luke Bryan’s singles, like “Kiss | Justin Bieber duets with Nicki Minaj, brings his The South Carolina Christian music band Los Angeles-based solo artist Cassadee Pope 

receive Grammy nominations for Best New Artist popular English-lrish boy band One Direction Tomorrow Goodbye,” are climbing the pop and mom up on stage and gets a kiss from Jenny NEEDTOBREATHE wins the Dove Award for Group garners the most viewer votes and becomes the 

and Best Americana Album. releases its second album, lake Me Home. country charts. McCarthy at the American Music Awards. of the Year. first female winner of The Voice.



on 

ee WA Wats, 
THE Fault 

IN DUR STARS 

Be RICK RIORDAN. 

Shortly before the holiday 

shopping season begins, Apple 

launches the iPad mini, a small 

tablet computer. 

| Jess (Zooey Deschanel), Nick, 

Novelist Rick Riordan publishes The Fault in Our Stars is a fiction LC Schmidt, Winston and Cece 

The Mark of Athena, the third book bestseller about a romance between . return for a second season of 

in his popular series, The Heroes teens who meet in a cancer Switched at Birth is a popular television drama on ABC Family about two girls, q NeW GIFON FOX. 

of Olympus. support group. one rich and one poor, who learn they were switched as infants. 1 

  
Add BIG Sound) 
To Any Device! 

  

    
The latest version of the popular Gamers and their Mii” characters The powerful, miniature Boom Cube™ Just Dance® 4 is the latest version Duck Dynasty on A&E introduces Beauty & The Beast, a drama about A former ballerina turned Las Vegas Seven-year-old reality star Alana 

game allows players to analyze explore NintendoLand, a virtual speaker hangs from a keychain and of the chart-topping dance game, the eccentric Robertson clan, which a homicide detective with a puzzling showgirl must start a new life asa Thompson, better known as 

plays and create new offensive theme park featuring attractions sets your MP3 tunes free from featuring new songs, new workouts made its millions by making and and tragic past, wins the People’s small town dance teacher in “Honey Boo Boo,” makes Barbara 
opportunities. based on Nintendo game worlds. your earbuds. and six rounds of dance-off battles. selling duck calls. Choice award for Best New TV Drama. Bunheads on ABC Family. Walters’ list of the year’s most 

fascinating people. 

  

Nintendo releases its new Wii U game console, which Apple's 13-inch MacBook Pro® with Retina display The fuzzy Furby toy returns, with sophisticated Finding Bigfoot is a reality program that follows Jonny Lee Miller's Sherlock solves cases in New The eagerly awaited third season of Downton Abbey 
features high-definition graphics, an embedded features a stunning, high-resolution screen and technology that allows this chatty, lovable toy to investigators as they search the wilderness for York, with help from Lucy Liu's Dr. Joan Watson in on PBS features a guest appearance by Shirley 

touchscreen and up to 32 GB of Flash storage. an equally stunning $1,700 price tag. learn to tell jokes and play games. evidence that Bigfoot is real. Elementary, a new CBS drama. MacLaine as a wealthy American mother-in-law.



  

  

  
  

    

  
  

  

  

Jennifer Lawrence, star of The 

Hunger Games series and Silver 

Linings Playbook, wins the 
A . : 

DANIEL DAY-LEWIS 

spiro wera iaaatt Nw \ Fe GAMO @ Kevin James stars as a burned-out biology teacher turned mixed martial arts The Perks of Being a Wallflower, adapted from the book of the same title, tells r ] N e O i. N 

Sai oe : 4 ‘if : _. hero in the feature film Here Comes the Boom. the story of a shy high school freshman and his quirky friends. 

Lincoln, a historical drama based 

on an award-winning biography, 

depicts the last four months of 

the legendary president’s life.            
     

Robert Downey Jr. returns as Tony In Oz: The Great and Powerful, Ryan Reynolds and Emma Stone Henry Cavill stars as Clark Kent, The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn Voters for the People’s Choice In Pitch Perfect, Anna Kendrick stars The movie soundtrack for Les 
Stark to face new enemies and James Franco stars as a small-time lend their voices to The Croods, a journalist who is baffled by his — Part 2, the finale to the vampire Awards choose Iron Man star Robert as a college student who inspires a Misérables, featuring performances 
overcome new challenges in Iron magician who is transported to the a 3D computer-animated comedy superhuman powers. He finds his romance series, is No. 1 at the box Downey, Jr. as the year’s Favorite mismatched a cappella singing group by Anne Hathaway and Amanda 

Man 3. Land of Oz. adventure about the world’s life’s purpose when evil invaders office for three weeks in a row. Movie Actor. to achieve hilarity and harmony. Seyfried, reaches the No. 1 spot on 
first family. attack the world in Man of Steel. the Billboard 200 chart. 

  

Skyfall, starring Daniel Craig as Agent 007, Fans of fantasy flicks head to the theaters for Bette Midler and Billy Crystal star as traditional { in the animated feature film Wreck-It Ralph, Nineteen-year-old Suraj Sharma stars in the The Hobbit: An Unexpected journey is the first 

makes $87.8 million in its first weekend, the most Rise of the Guardians, a 3D animated film from grandparents who are baffled by their grandkids | an arcade game character wants to be a hero movie adaptation of Life of Pi, about a teenager of three films adapted from J.R.R. Tolkien’s novel 

successful opening of any Bond film. DreamWorks Animation based on the popular in Parental Guidance. instead of a bad guy, but his well-intentioned and a Bengal tiger who survive a shipwreck. about a reluctant adventurer in Middle Earth. 
book series. plans go haywire.  



     Backpacks Are 
Global Chic                

   

  

Minis Are Major 

      
   

Boring backpacks take a back 

seat to colorful patterns inspired 

by traditional graphic motifs from 

around the world. 

Little dresses and short skirts go 

over jeans and leggings by day. 

At night, they go solo for dances 

and dates. 

   

  

LED Headlights Turn Heads Baseball Caps Are Tops with Girls “A : ' >< a 

SES oe af , 

    

         

    

    
   
   

         

  

Drivers who love making their cars stand out on the street add LED headlight The flat-brim baseball cap trend is popularized by celebrities like Rihanna. The 

strips to create colorful, futuristic effects. casual style is perfect for hiding from the paparazzi. 

YOLO Jo
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s 

SAYIN’      Jostens 

Jostens 

a . 2 ' 4 H . . 

“YOLO" Is Favorite Cowboy Boots Are Trends Point to Nail Color Sneaks onto It's a Plaid, Plaid Duct Tape Inspires Adults Find 

Catchphrase Cool Again Art Sneakers Hoodies Are Hot World Creative Types Expression Annoying 

Rapper Drake and actor Zac Ephron Western style makes a comeback Adhesive nail-art kits make Basic footwear takes a back seat For every guy, there’s a hoodie: Fashionistas go mad for plaid. The Crafty tweens and teens use tough, Teens use “Just sayin’” to minimize 

popularize YOLO, an acronym on runways and campuses. Classic outrageous manicures easy and as brightly colored and patterned athletic hoodies for jocks, rock band trend starts on designer runways colorful duct tape to make purses, an expression of criticism or 

standing for “you only live once.” cowboy boots are paired with short affordable. Options include animal high-tops and athletic shoes emerge hoodies for fans and humorous and quickly makes its way to fashion wallets, decorations, jewelry, fashion sarcasm. The phrase ranks highly 

Time magazine names it one of the skirts or cropped pants. patterns, stripes, polka dots, images as must-have accessories for school hoodies for class clowns. outlets in malls and online. accessories and even formal wear. on a Marist Poll surveying the most 

year’s top buzzwords. and more. and weekend style. irritating words and phrases. 
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A a Taco Bell Considers More rs 4 Footwear Moonlights as A eeliscimeti cee elas 

Tees Get the Message Out Doritos® Dishes Infinity Scarf Is Endless Trend Basketball Coach Jeans Are Anything but Blue Fashion's Door



  

   
   

Instagram Is Tops 

with Teens 

Facebook snaps up Instagram 

and its 80 million users. 

The social media site clicks 

with teens, ranking as the 

top photography destination 

among ages 12 to 17. 

  

Nike Motivates with 

Fuelband 

Nike has launched a new tool called 

Nike+ Fuelband™. This technology 

tool lets users know how active they 

are and reminds them to achieve 

their fitness goals. 

Zumba’ Is the Trendy Fitness 
Class 

Search 

Pop Is Personal with 

New Coke Machine 

The Freestyle Coke machine lets 

customers mix their own flavor 

combinations from more than 

100 choices. 

: Smartphone 
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GIVE THE GIFT OF UNLIMITED MOVIES 

UNLIMITED MOVIES | 

  

| UNLIMITED MOVIES be aii, 

    

  

3 MONTHS 
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MoviePass™ Sends Fans Back to Theaters 

MoviePass gives film lovers the chance to save money by seeing up to one 

movie per day in theaters for one low monthly fee. 

Pinterest Attracts 

Interest 

Pinterest is a social media 

phenomenon. Users “pin” images and 

share virtual bulletin boards about 

fashion, food, travel and sports. 

—aClassrooms Connect via 

  

Apple iPhone 5 Sees 
Record-breaking Sales 

The Apple® iPhone® 5 sells more 

than five million units in its first 

three days, setting a new record for 

opening weekend sales. 

GIS MORE POWERFUL 

Viral Video 

SUSTAINABLE 
FORESTRY ge World Beat section IG: 
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